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Save money! Get WOOD on your iPad!
Try a FREE sample of the digital edition of WOOD magazine on your iPad at 
woodmagazine.com/trydigital.

pinterest.com/
woodmagazine

twitter.com/
WOOD_magazine

facebook.com/
woodmagazine

ONE TIP A DAY, ONE CLICK AWAY!
Feed your shop-tip addiction with a daily dose at tips.woodmagazine.com.

What’s on your workshop wish list? Let us help you turn it into reality! Go to 
woodmagazine.com/wishlist and enter daily for your chance to win $5,000. 
See details on page 24.

WIN $5,000 TO MAKE YOUR 
WORKSHOP WISHES COME TRUE!

Woodworking season is upon us. Prep your 
shop for a plethora of projects with these plans:

FREE PLANS TO GIVE YOUR 
SHOP A HEAD START

Tablesaw miter sled plan
woodmagazine.com/mitersled
Tablesaw crosscut sled plan
woodmagazine.com/crosscutsled
Easy-to-build workbench plan 
woodmagazine.com/workbenchplan
Rolling tool stand with worksurface 
woodmagazine.com/rollingstand
Box-joint jig plan
woodmagazine.com/boxjoint
Router-table cope-cutting sled
woodmagazine.com/copingsled

Router 

edge guide

¾ x 1" hardwood

½" plywood

#6 x 1½" 

F.H. screws

¾ x 2" x 6"

plywood cleat



Editor’s Angle

Dave Campbell
dave.campbell@meredith.com
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But is it 
woodworking?

A
t the 2014 International Woodworking Fair last 

month, WOOD
®

 Tools Editor Bob Hunter and I were 

again treated to a cornucopia of woodworking 

delights, from house-size machines that pull pallets of MDF 

in one end and spit out cabinet parts from the other, to a 

home-shop router lift that dials in the perfect bit height all 

by itself. Computer-controlled (CNC) tools, machines, and 

accessories were everywhere.
The computer part of a CNC router can turn a drawing 

into multiple identical project parts (to grossly oversimplify 

the process), complete with edge treatments and screw 

holes, with no human assistance. And you can now do the 

same thing—or rout signs, or add intricate carvings—in 

your own shop for about the cost of a decent cabinet saw.

But is it woodworking? Do computers delete the “craft” 

from craftsmanship? 

I suspect the same conversation occurred in the mid-

1800s, when the treadle-style tablesaw was introduced. And 

again when motorized routers began to replace router planes 

for fashioning an ogee along a tabletop. Did those techno-

logical advances quell our passion for woodworking? No, 

they simply made the craft more accessible and allowed 

more of us to do more of it. 

Is there still a place for router planes in a 21st-century 

shop? You bet. And computerized router lifts, too. Because 

woodworking is in your heart, not your tools.

See you in the shop!

So long, fella.
Speaking of hearts, ours are hurting after longtime 

WOOD contibutor Erv Roberts passed away recently. 

I trust he’s crafting his beautiful boxes in the 

ultimate shop right now.
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Sounding Board Our bulletin board for letters, comments,  and timely updates

What about the water?
As much as I enjoyed your review of shop vacuums under 

$150 in issue 224 (March 2014), I felt you overlooked an 

important feature many shop vacuums have: the ability to 

pump out water. I’ve had to use my vacuum to pump water 

from my cellar following heavy rains, and would have been 

interested to see how each vac stacked up in that regard.

—Robert Weber, Hancock, N.Y.

None of the models we tested come equipped with a built-in water 
pump, although Craftsman and Ridgid offer optional accessory 
pumps that connect to the vacuums we tested. 

—WOOD Editors

Overhead rack could be a headache
I would urge caution when building and using the overhead 

clamp rack on page 18 in issue 226 (July 2014). Aside from 

the fact that it wouldn’t easily accommodate different clamp 

lengths, the ceiling is not a good place to store anything that 

can do damage on the way down.

—Ron Niendorf, Madison, Wis.

Classmate finishes project for friend’s widow
Three years after Pat, a friend and high school classmate of mine, 

passed away, his wife began cleaning out his shop and came across a 

partially finished project. I thought it would be nice to complete it for 

his wife and young boys. The problem was, Pat had only begun work 

on the project, and had no plans in his shop to indicate what the 

parts were meant to become. 

Most of the pieces were cut to rough dimension—bundled with 

plastic wrap and labeled—but the assembled end pieces consisted 

of a poplar frame with oak beadboard panels, so I decided he must 

have planned to paint 

them. Given the size 

of the end pieces, I 

determined that the 

project was meant to 

be a medium-size 

cabinet, such as a pie 

safe or linen closet. I 

consulted with my 

wife and a few friends 

and came up with a 

rough drawing of the 

project. From there, a 

little basic cabinetry, 

assembly, and finish, 

and it was returned to 

Pat’s family. Front to 

back, this was a labor 

of love in honor of a 

wonderful friend. 

—Dennis Wiggins, 

Des Moines, Iowa

In simplifying my 

design for a fold-

flat tool stand in 

WOOD®

 issue 224 

(March 2014), you 

eliminated a feature 

that some readers 

might find useful. In 

my design, the caster 

mounts on a vertical, 

free-moving post 

encased in the end 

of the stand. Inside, 

a heavy-duty spring 

counterbalances 

the tool weight and 

compensates for an 

uneven shop floor.

—Dan Christen, Boise, Idaho

Swing out, fold-flat tool stand extra feature

BEFORE AFTER
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A
s with many other woodworking 

tasks, routing hinge mortises 

requires precision and consis-

tency for flawless results. The smallest 

error will affect how the hinge or door 

operates and looks. So build this 

made-to-size jig specific to the hinges 

you’re using, and you’ll get repeatable, 

accurate results with little effort. Here’s 

how to make it using just a few scraps 

of 1⁄2" medium-density fiberboard (MDF) 

or Baltic birch plywood.

First, select the right bit
This jig works with a pattern bit which 

has the bearing mounted above the 

cutters. As the bearing rides against the 

edges of the jig opening, the cutters 

rout the mortise to the same size as the 

opening. Choose a bit with a cutter 

length of 3⁄8" or less (sometimes called a 

mortising or dado-cleanout bit) for best 

results. Longer bits require thicker jig 

material to work in the same way.

Now, build a jig
Begin by measuring the short edge of a 

hinge leaf, excluding the barrel. Double 

that measurement to determine the 

width of the jig’s center strips [Drawing, 

next page]. Rip a 12"-long piece of MDF 

to that width, as well as a 2 1⁄2×20" piece 

of MDF. Crosscut both in half. With 

those four pieces cut, assemble the jig’s 

face [Photo A].

Next, clamp the jig’s face to the door 

[Photo B]. Use a pencil to mark the jig 

along the door’s ends; then, cut along 

those lines to bring the jig to final 

length. Mark the center of the hinge’s 

Develop Your 

Shop Skills

Capture the hinge leaf with the jig’s center strips 

and side pieces, apply glue to their edges, and 

clamp them together to make the jig’s face. 

BUILD THE JIG TO FIT THE HINGE

A
Line up the bit opening with the hinge location on 

the edge of the door. Mark the jig along the door’s 

end. Repeat for the other end of the door and jig.

LOCATE THE HINGES, MARK THE JIG

B
Hold the closed hinge inside the bit opening, leaf-

side tight to an edge. Mark the jig at the center of 

the hinge barrel—the location of the support arm.

MARK FOR THE JIG’S SUPPORT ARM

C

barrel on the jig face [Photo C]. Then, 

cut a piece of plywood to 4 1⁄2" wide and 

the exact length of the jig face to make 

the support arm. 

Foolproof

Hinge-mortises

Glue and screw this piece perpen-

dicular to the underside of the jig, edge 

abutting the marked line, covering the 

hinge-barrel-side of the bit opening.

continued on page 8
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Put the jig to use
First, use a hinge to set the 

router bit’s cutting depth 

[Photo D]. Then, align the 

support arm’s bottom 

edge with the bottom 

edge of the door, 

clamp it in place, 

and rout the 

mortise (as 

shown on the 
previous 
page). 
Repeat at 

the top edge 

of the door.

To rout mating mortises in the 

cabinet, clamp the jig’s support 

arm to the face frame’s stile [Photo 

E]. Finally, with the mortises 

roughed out, square up their 

corners with a chisel. Then, install 

your hinges. 

Quick Tip! Use brass screws that 
come with the hinge only after drilling 
pilot holes and applying wax to the 
screws to prevent them from binding 
and breaking.    

Place the jig face-down on your router’s subbase. 

Set cutting depth equal to the thickness of the 

hinge’s leaf plus the jig face.

 

DIAL IN THE PERFECT DEPTH

D

MORTISE THE FACE FRAME

Before you mount the jig to the cabinet, slide a 

penny between the jig and the face frame to give the 

door a proper reveal.

E Penny under jig

½ x 4½ x 73⁄8" *
plywood

½ x 2½ x *
MDF

½" MDF *

½"
MDF *

½ x 2½ x *
MDF

#8 x 1¼" F.H. screw

BIT OPENING

CENTER STRIP

SIDE PIECE

SIDE PIECE

SUPPORT
ARM

* See instructions for sizing.
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KREG® DB210 Foreman Electric Pocket-Hole Machine
Kreg’s new tool drills pocket holes at twice the speed with half 

the effort of a standard pocket-hole jig for quicker, easier 

project completion.

s�3INGLE�3TEP�/PERATION�n�#LAMPS�7ORKPIECE��$RILLS�0OCKET�(OLES
s�0OWERFUL����6�����AMP��������20-�-OTOR�0ROVIDES�&AST�$RILLING
s�0RECISE��2EPEATABLE�0OCKET�$EPTH�3ETTINGS�&OR����4O�����-ATERIAL
s�1UICKLY�#HANGE�"IT�!ND�'UIDE�4O�#REATE�3TANDARD��-ICRO�0OCKET™ 
���!ND�($�+REG�JOINTS

������� ��$"����%LECTRIC�&OREMAN
������� ���!	�($�$RILL�"IT�!ND�"USHING
������� ���"	�-ICRO�$RILL�"IT�!ND�"USHING
������� ��2EPL��($�$RILL�"IT
������� ��2EP���/���$RILL�"IT
������� ��2EPL��-ICRO�$RILL�"IT

15!,)49�7//$7/2+).'�4//,3�s��
3500,)%3�s�!$6)#%®

A

B

4O�&IND�9OUR�,OCAL�7OODCRAFT�3TORE�/R�&OR�!�&REE�#ATALOG��6ISIT�WOODCRAFT�COM�/R�#ALL��������������
&OR�)NFORMATION�/N�7OODCRAFT�2ETAIL�&RANCHISE�/PPORTUNITIES��6ISIT�WOODCRAFTFRANCHISE�COM�   14WI11H
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B
reaking down unwieldy sheet 

goods or crosscutting an especially 

long piece without sufficient 

support can be awkward and dangerous. 

Add this simple, easily adjustable 

extension support built from dimen-

sional lumber, and you’ll find those cuts 

a breeze to make. 

Cut the legs to match the height of 

your tablesaw less 3⁄4" (to account for the 

cap’s thickness) and connect them with 

the cross member. Although we used 

mortises and tenons to join the pieces, 

you could instead use pocket screws.

Next, machine the sliding arm to slide 

inside your tablesaw’s fence tube and 

complete assembly as shown in the 

Drawing. Now, you can slide the support 

flush against your tablesaw when the 

extra width isn’t needed, and give it a tug 

when you need a sturdy helper.

Easy-extending

Tablesaw
Stock 
Support

Great Ideas 

For Your Shop

Size to suit tablesaw fence tube. 
If fence tube has mounting 

screws protruding, cut a groove
to permit sliding.

LEG

LEG

CROSS MEMBER

SLIDING
ARM

CAP

2x4 cut 51"
long

BRACE
1½ x 3½ x 3½"

2x4s, length to suit
tablesaw bed height

¾ x 5½ x 60"
(1x6)

¾ x 2¾" tenon
1½" long

¾ x 2¾" mortise
1½" deep





P
reserving stains and varnishes just 

makes sense. You’ll save money, 

be able to match new projects to 

existing ones, and make hard-to-detect 

repairs to dings and nicks. 

Keeping finish fresh requires limiting 

the liquid’s contact with oxygen and 

storing it at a finish-friendly tempera-

ture. Oxygen causes finish to cure; 

temperature extremes break it down.

Reducing or eliminating oxygen in 

the container starts when you open the 

can. To pry up the lid, use a paint-can 

opener, not a screwdriver or, heaven 

forbid, a chisel. Using the right tool 

prevents damaging the lip on the lid or 

the groove in the can, preserving an 

airtight fit. 

Pour a small amount of finish into 

another container and reseal the 

original can while you apply stain from 

the smaller container. When reinstall-

ing the lid, tap it in place with a rubber 

mallet to prevent deforming the lid or 

the can. Such damage makes a tight 

seal impossible.

After applying the last coat of stain or 

finish, use one or more of the following 

tips to minimize the amount of oxygen 

in the container before storing it:

X If you haven’t used much of the 

finish, add a few marbles to displace air 

in the can [Photo A]. But don’t add more 

than you can easily fish out, as you’ll 

need to stir the finish before using it 

again. Using larger marbles means fewer 

to retrieve later.

X For cans with 1 1⁄2" or more of air 

space, transfer the finish to smaller 

containers [Photo B]. Oxygen can 

permeate plastic, so stick with glass jars 

or metal cans with tight-fitting lids. 

Narrow containers expose less finish-

surface area, further reducing the 

amount of finish in contact with air. 

Clear jars allow you to inspect the 

Secrets to 

Keep Your 
Finish Fresh

finish to see if it’s good without 

removing the lid. Regardless of the 

container, wipe the rim clean before 

adding the lid for a tight seal, and 

attach a label with the finish informa-

tion and date you stored it.

X Bloxygen [photo above; Source], a can 

of compressed argon gas (which is 

heavier than oxygen), provides another 

solution. Direct a 2-second burst of 

Bloxygen into the can and the argon 

settles on top of the finish, displacing 

the air and preventing it from contact-

ing the finish.

After sealing the container, find a 

suitable spot to store it, ideally from 

50°F to 70°F. For water-base finishes, 

avoid any location that drops below 

freezing. And keep both oil- and 

water-base finishes away from any area 

that reaches 100°F or higher. 

Carefully drop in a few marbles to raise the level of 

the finish. Glass marbles won’t react with the finish, 

and wipe off easily for reuse. 

Use the smallest container possible for storage. The 

wide jar, left, exposes more than twice the surface 

area of the finish compared with the small jar. 

A

MARBLES FORCE OUT THE AIR

B

REDUCE THE FINISH’S SURFACE AREA

Source: Bloxygen, $10.95, 888-810-8311, 
bloxygen.com.
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Avoiding 

Workshop Goofs



Top Quality, Great Prices and Expert Advice!

1-800-377-7297 • www.pennstateind.com

Bolt action handle 
 smoothly advances 
 and retracts the refi ll!

Patent No.: US D682,352 S

Discover the joy of making this completely original and irresistibly  

fun Bolt Action pen, a gift that will be hard for any hunting or  

target-shooting enthusiast to put down. 

Completely Authentic

Every detail, from the one of a kind bolt-action mechanism to the  

precision-engineered components, was carefully designed to  ensure 

uniqueness and reliability. The realistic bolt-action handle  smoothly 

advances and retracts to securely lock the refi ll in place.  Includes a 

bolt-action rifl e clip and replica 30 caliber cartridge and  rose gold 

tip for added authenticity. You can even reverse the bolt for left 

handed operation!

Easy to Make

So easy to make on a lathe, no one will believe you made  something 

of this quality in 15 minutes. Requires mandrel, bushings 

(Item #PKCP3000BU $5.95) & 3/8” drill bit (Item #PKEXEC-3/8 $3.95)

Our Customers Love Their Bolt Action Pens!

Rod R. of VA wrote, “This pen kit is Awesome - I LOVE IT!”  
Daryell  S. of TN wrote, “I am extremely delighted with this pen.  
The look and feel is remarkable and the craftsmanship is perfect.  
This already has become my best selling ink pen.”

More at Pennstateind.com

See our full selection of Bolt Action Pen kits including Magnum 

and Mini styles. Search “Bolt Action Pen Kits” on our website.

Easy to start with a FREE DVD! A $20.95 Value!

Our FREE 45 minute instructional pen making DVD is packed with 

all of the info you need to start making pens. Order item #DVD

“Wow! You Made a Bolt Action Pen?”

24kt Gold shown with refi ll retracted

Gun Metal shown with refi ll advanced

3 Bolt Action Pen Kit Starter Package

You get one of each pen in 24kt Gold, Gun Metal and Chrome plus 
the 3/8” drill bit and 2pc Bushing Set

#PKCPBAPAK SAVE $8 Only $42.75 SAVE 16%

Item # 1-4 5-24 25-49 50+

Chrome (shown above) #PKCP8010 $12.95 $12.05 $11.15 $10.25

Gun Metal #PKCP8020 $12.95 $12.05 $11.15 $10.25

24kt Gold #PKCP8000 $14.95 $13.95 $12.95 $11.95

Antique Brass #PKCP8040 $14.95 $13.95 $12.95 $11.95 

Deer Hunter Bolt Action Pens NEW

Item # 1-4 5-24 25-49 50+

Antique Brass #PKCP8DHAB $16.95 $15.95 $14.95 $13.95

Antique Pewter #PKCP8DHAP $16.95 $15.95 $14.95 $13.95

Antique Brass

Antique Pewter

Original  Bolt Action Pens
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Though these awkwardly growing trees 

may look normal from the outside, they 

strain internally to do so. In your shop, 

boards milled from trees like these 

release their pent-up stresses immedi-

ately as you machine them, above, 
bending in often unpredictable and 

frustrating ways. 

1. Growth stress
Fence-row trees lean toward the sunlight 

on their exposed side. Hillside trees 

struggle to grow in line with gravity. 

Windblown trees fight to stay upright. 

WOOD magazine  November 2014

Y
ou’ve been there. You pick out 

the perfect lumber from the 

hardwood dealer for your 

weekend project—right size, right color, 

right figure. But when the weekend 

rolls around and you cut into that 

lumber, the board that rolls off is 

anything but straight and square. To 

minimize your stress in the shop learn 

to recognize, avoid, and counter the 

three main causes of stress in wood.

Shop smartly to steer clear 

of wood under tension.

Stress 
Management

Powerful internal 

stresses in this walnut 

board closed the kerf 

tightly as the board 

came off the blade. 

Fortunately, the 

riving knife prevented 

binding, burning, motor 

strain, and kickback.

Splits appear in board ends where growth stress 

overcomes the interwoven wood fibers. The wood 

near the split will likely warp further.

An off-center pith shows this tree’s 

awkward growth. Asymmetrical 

rings on a board’s end are a telltale 

sign of growth stress.

Pith

Most lumber from high-volume 

hardwood dealers comes from managed 

forests containing few growth-stressed 

trees. If you do encounter stress, save 

the wood for small parts. The less wood 

in the part, the less pent-up stress and 

warpage potential. Cut oversize; then 

joint, plane, and sand to final shape.

Riving 
knife

Kerf

Tools & Materials
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3. Moisture-related 
instability
Even the most stress-free, perfectly dried 

wood suffers from movement caused by 

changes in moisture. As moisture is 

absorbed or expelled from wood, the 

cells grow or shrink. Improperly stored 

wood and poorly designed projects suffer 

from warping or even breakage due to 

moisture-induced changes.

These changes happen over time, so 

give your newly purchased wood a 

fighting chance. Cut and machine it to 

rough size as soon as you bring it into 

the shop, milling both faces evenly to 

prevent an uneven moisture gradient—

where wood is wetter on one side of the 

board than the other. Then sticker and 

stack the wood on raised runners for a 

few days before you use it.

Also, build your project with move-

ment in mind. Avoid gluing or screwing 

project parts cross-grained in a manner 

that restricts movement. Leave space in 

door stiles for raised panels to expand in 

higher humidity. And finish all sides of a 

project part evenly so changes in 

moisture happen at a consistent rate. 

2. Drying stress
Drying nearly always introduces some 

amount of stress in wood. In the kiln, 

the fast-drying outside of the board 

tries to shrink, but the slower-drying 

core prevents it, creating tension in 

the wood called case hardening. Most 

professional kiln operators introduce 

moisture (usually in the form of steam) 

toward the end of the drying process 

to relieve the stress on the outer 

portion of the wood. Unrelieved 

case-hardening acts much like growth 

stress in your shop, warping immedi-

ately after cutting, and should be 

handled the same.

Severe case-hardening results in the 

fibers of the wood pulling apart, 

creating gaps called checking, as shown 

at right. Report any checking you 

encounter to your hardwood dealer. 

They’ll want to know about improper 

drying, and will likely allow you to 

return or exchange the affected wood.

The kiln drying schedule produced beautiful 

4/4 oak, but proved too intense for this 

16/4 beam. The result: severe checking.

Checking
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Top Quality, Great Prices and Expert Advice!

1-800-377-7297 • www.pennstateind.com

Victorian Twist Pen Kit

This extravagant, elaborately designed and absolutely striking pen kit incorporates a profusion 
of intricately cast decorative motifs including scrolling foliage, garlands and fl owers as decoration.  

4 Victorian Pen Kit Starter Package You get one of each Victorian Pen Kit in 24kt Gold, Gun 

Metal, Antique Brass and Antique Pewter. Plus you get the drill bit and 2-piece Bushing Set.  

Item #PKVICSS  SAVE $12  Only $65.70

American Patriot Twist Pen Kit

Proclaim your national pride with this most patriotic pen. Rich design details abound; The pen clip features 
an American fl ag and handsomely cast Bald Eagle emblem. The pen end features a laurel leaf, a symbol of 
victory. And God Bless America is intricately etched into the pen band.

3 American Patriot Pen Kit Starter Package  You get one of each American Patriot Pen Kit in Pewter, 

Antique Brass and Chrome plus you get the bushings and drill bit you need to make these pen kits.   

Item #PKPPENSS  SAVE $9  Only $51.75

Southwest Twist Pen Kit

The pen kit features geometric shapes inspired by weaving patterns of the Southwestern
American Indians, a stylized arrowhead clip, turquoise stones and a Desert Mesa fl ower on the top. 

2 Southwest Pen Kit Starter Package

You get one Southwest Pen Kit in Antique Pewter and one in Antique Brass plus the drill bit and 

3-piece Bushing Set. 

Item #PKSWPSS  SAVE $5  Only $44.75

“Wow! You made 

Those Too?”
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Call for free 45 min 
instructional 
Pen Making DVD 
Item #DVD



��Choose from more than 75 courses for all skill levels taught by the best woodworkers in the world!

�Your $545 tuition includes midday meals and a “swag bag” overfl owing with more than $250 of woodworking goodies!

��NEW FOR 2015: Tool and product demos by leading manufacturers, Thursday night welcome reception, 
offi  cial event hotel, and optional tours for your spouse!

"I knew I was going to learn a lot, 

but was blown away at the quality 

of instruction.  Only wish I could have 

taken all the classes."

"As a newcomer to woodworking, I 

was afraid that some classes would 

be over my head.  To my delight and 

relief I found them all enjoyable, 

understandable, and enriching."

Don't take our word for it. 
Last year's attendees testify about 

Weekend With WOOD 2014:

"Every aspect of 

Weekend With WOOD 

exceeded my expectations."

"I was impressed with the small class size and the quality of your 

presenters.  The venue is perfect for this type of event."

R



Learn more and register today at 
woodmagazine.com/weekendwithwood

or call 888-636-4478

May 14 –17 • 2015
at  the WOOD® magazine shops in 

Des Moines, Iowa

LIMITED SEATING!
REGISTER
TODAY!

"Expertise of the presenters and 

the hospitality were top notch!"

"WAAAAY past excellent!!"

"Big-screen video 

was VERY nice 

and helpful."

Plus, enjoy an optional banquet and program by 
Tommy Mac, host of TV’s Rough Cut Woodworking 

with Tommy Mac, sponsored by Pony Tools!
Rough Cut Woodworking with Tommy Mac is a production of WGBH Boston. Distributed by American 
Public Television. Major funding is provided by Woodcraft . Additional funding is provided by Microjig, 

Pony Tools, DMT, Easy Wood Tools, Laguna Tools, Titebond, and Steel City. 



Cross-training:
Extracurricular Exercises that 
Strengthen Your Woodworking

WOOD magazine  November 201418

F
or me, woodworking is more than 

just something to do in my spare 

time: It’s my passion. So, even 

when I’m not in the shop making 

sawdust, I find ways to make every-

thing about woodworking. 

And I’ve found that my view of 

my hobby often benefits in 

interesting ways. Here are some 

ways to freshen your perspective on 

woodworking by venturing outside 

of the shop.

Get a new hobby. Other disciplines 

can benefit you in the shop. Want to 

improve your design sketches or learn 

more about proportion and composi-

tion? Try a beginner’s drawing class at 

an art supply store or community 

center. You might also find that 

learning to use software, such as 

SketchUp (sketchup.com) or Illustrator 

(adobe.com), helps you get ideas out of 

your head and onto paper faster. 

Or seek out a seemingly unrelated 

skill, such as glassmaking or sculpting, 

that can be incorporated into your 

woodworking to create unique pieces. 

Active learners practice thinking 

outside the box—a skill that can 

definitely be applied in the shop.

Take up a life of crime. Specifically, 

steal ideas from other disciplines. Pick 

up inspirational books in the fields of 

architecture, art, and graphic design. 

Many great craftsmen borrow ideas 

from other industries, and it’s the 

crossover that makes their work unique. 

Make your crime pay by containing 

your spree to your local library. Many 

libraries are interconnected, so if your 

branch doesn’t have the book you’re 

looking for, another branch might be 

able to ship it to your library for free.

Shop ’til you drop. In fact, as soon as 

you’re done reading this article, go out 

and buy a new tool. Although it won’t 

automatically make you a better 

woodworker, it will get you excited to 

get back in the shop and try out a new 

technique or hone an old one. A new 

tool often transforms immobilizing 

roadblocks into easy, fun tasks.

Pop some popcorn. Everybody who’s 

anybody is making woodworking 

videos these days, and there’s a never-

ending supply on YouTube. Want to 

learn how to cut a dovetail? It’s on 

YouTube. What’s the best finish for a 

tabletop? It’s on YouTube. Sometimes 

the overwhelming amount of online 

video can be paralyzing, so expand 

So maybe the author’s craft-beer hobby doesn’t mix well with woodworking, 

but it can inform the projects he chooses, such as this custom mug.

What projects have you avoided tackling because you couldn’t create custom 

curves? Maybe it’s time to pick up a spokeshave.

Unvarnished
Straight talk from the WOOD-wide web
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your DVD library with some pre-

mium content, as well. I get a great 

deal of inspiration from watching 

documentaries about artists and 

makers. Seeing the creative process 

of a successful artist is a great 

motivator and can spark an interest-

ing idea that I cannot wait to try in 

my shop.

Drink a beer. Maybe not in the 

shop, but grab a woodworking 

buddy or two and find a place to 

hang out and talk about the craft. 

Sharing stories and experiences is a 

great way to pick up new tips and 

techniques. Woodworkers just love 

to talk about woodworking and 

share their knowledge. Don’t have a 

woodworking buddy? Attend an 

adult ed class, or find a guild and 

meet some new friends.

No matter how long you’ve been 

woodworking, there’s always 

something new to learn. Stay 

passionate and make something! 

David Picciuto’s two passions, 
woodworking and craft beer, 
never mix in his Toledo, Ohio, 
shop. But his site, 
drunkenwoodworker.com, 
brings you the best of  
both in his weekly 
woodworking wrapups  
and project videos.

If you can think of it, you can find it on YouTube. 

But instead of what you’re thinking right now, how 

about searching for SketchUp training instead?

EFFORTLESS
Easy-to-use wipe on stains and finishes.

Visit myoldmasters.com for  
great how-to guides and videos 

or call us at 800.747.3436 for 
troubleshooting and project help.

������3HELDON�2D�s�-IDDLEBURG�(TS���/(�������s�BEREAHARD AOL�COM

To order go to our website at www.bereahardwoods.com                                              or call 1.877.736.5487 

Berea Hardwoods, Co. Inc.

BereaHardwoods, Co. Inc.
S I N C E  1 9 8 0

TM

Duck Call Kits
t�&BTZ�UP�NBLF

t�"MMPXT�ZPV�UP�DSFBUF�
SFBMJTUJD�EVDL�TPVOET
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Shop Tips Helping you work smarter, faster, and safer

continued on page 22
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Visit woodmagazine.com/jetdreammachines 
to sign up. Enter every day, if you like,  
to increase your chances of winning!

Fill your shop with JET tools 
worth more than $6,500!

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.  A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING.  LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE 50 UNITED STATES (D.C.) 18 YEARS AND OLDER.  VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. 
Sweepstakes ends 12/31/14.  For Offi  cial Rules, prize descriptions, and odds disclosure, visit http://woodmagazine.com/jetdreammachines.  Sponsor: Meredith Corporation, 1716 Locust St., Des Moines, Iowa 50309.

WIN THESE 
DREAM MACHINES!

I enjoy having guests visit my shop, but 

after discovering rust rings on my 

tablesaw’s cast-iron top left behind by 

sweaty soda cans, I decided a protective 

cover was in order. And it needed to do 

more than simply cover the top.

TOP
SHOP

TIP

We chose our favorite Shop Tip— 
now choose yours!  
Vote online now at 

woodmagazine.com/shoptipoftheyear.

TIPS EARN $$$
Have a clever trick for overcoming a shop conundrum? 

Share it with us, and if we print it, you could earn up to 

$150. If your tip is the best of the issue,  it’ll win 

Top Shop Tip honors, and you’ll receive a tool prize 

from Jet Tools worth at least $300!

Send your tip, photos or drawings, and contact info to 

shoptips@woodmagazine.com 
or snail-mail them to:

Shop Tips, WOOD magazine, 1716 Locust St., 

LS-221, Des Moines, IA 50309-3023. 

Because we try to publish original tips, 

please send yours only to WOOD® magazine. 

Sorry, submitted materials can’t be returned.

For sending this 
issue’s Top Shop Tip, 
Dave receives a Jet 

benchtop oscillating 
spindle sander 

worth $490.

Edge-banded 
plywood

Hinge

Plywood cover

Support board

Tablesaw Hinge mount

Tablesaw cover protects and serves—as support
By adding a pair of legs to the cover 

and mounting it to the tablesaw’s 

outfeed rail with simple wooden 

hinges, I can flip it down to serve as an 

outfeed table.

—Dave Melton, Wichita, Kan. 



Enjoy digital editions on your tablet, 
smartphone, computer, or e-reader.

zinio.com/woodspecials

Consider these OUR 
swimsuit editions.



Rafter square

Fence

Bolt and
wing nut

Cut mark
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A rafter square saw guide will 
have you raising the roof
Make square crosscuts and flawless 45° 

miters effortlessly with a circular saw 

by building this adjustable guide. With 

the circular saw tight to the square, 

loosen the wing nut to slide the 

scrapwood fence over until it overhangs 

the saw’s blade. Tighten the wing nut 

and trim the fence to exact length. You 

can then align the fence’s edge with the 

workpiece’s cut mark for a precise 

starting point.

—John Stahr, Chicago

Shop Tips

More Terrific Shop Tips

To order, call 888-636-4478 
or go to 

woodmagazine.com/CompleteGuide

WOOD magazine November 2014

Make picture 
frames in one 
pass with Eagle® 
router bits!

#1 Router Bit Made In The USA! • 800-872-2511

   
THE

 
EAGLE

Eagle® Router Table System

Rout arched & straight fl utes

Rout Bowls and Trays

Thousands of 

router bits , tables,

 jigs & joinery systems.

Subscribe today 
and save!

Cope & Stick  

Doors

Yes, it’s really 

that easy!

See page 32
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This PVC outfeed support is 
no pipe dream
To build an inexpensive, retractable 

outfeed support for my tablesaw, I 

turned to the plumbing section of my 

local home center. Using a combina-

tion of 1 1⁄2" and 2" PVC pipe, I built 

this U-shaped support and mounted it 

to the tablesaw’s wings using carriage 

bolts. Loosening a pair of thumbscrews 

allows the outfeed support arm to slide 

in and out according to what size piece 

I’m cutting.

—George Travis, Elizaville, N.Y.

23

2" PVC pipe

2" PVC pipe

1½" PVC pipe

1½" PVC pipe 1½" PVC pipe

Thumbscrew

Mounting through-holes

1½" carriage bolts

continued on page 24



More Terrific Shop Tips

To order, call 888-636-4478 
or go to 

woodmagazine.com/CompleteGuide

Permanently pliable putty as 
easy as a drop in the bucket
No matter how firmly I twist the lid 

onto an open jar of wood putty, it 

eventually begins to harden up and 

becomes useless. To cut down on 

waste, I figured out this way to keep 

air out of the jar.

Simply fill a paint can or similar 

container with water and drop your 

jars of putty inside. Be sure to label  

the jars’ lids with a permanent marker 

since the paper label will peel off after 

being submerged. Even if a little water 

gets into a putty jar, oil and water 

don’t mix—simply pour off the water 

before using the putty.

—Warren Valente, Plymouth, Mass.

Shop Tips
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$5,000 
Workshop Wish List
SWEEPSTAKES

Enter daily at woodmagazine.com/wishlist
See offical rules on page 72.

GIFT YOURSELF

Enter
Daily!
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Movable parallel
fence Fixed fence

Pushblock

Screw block with 
threaded insert 

installed

Clamping knob
Aluminum

bars

Machine bolt
with knob

Clamping
knob

No-nudge fence dials in accuracy
Adjusting my old router-table fence was a clumsy operation: 

After loosening the adjustment knobs, the two halves of 

the fence wobbled and wouldn’t easily align. So, I replaced 

that fence with one that dials in superb accuracy with just a 

twist of the wrist.

Aluminum bar stock connects the two fences and ensures 

they stay parallel during adjustments. Once the fixed fence 

is clamped in place, the microadjuster dials in the precise 

fence location. This is especially handy for making multiple 

passes at increasing depths, something you may need to do 

if you have a small-motored router or need to hog away 

large amounts of material. 

—Bill Wells, Olympia, Wash.

Get a FREE daily 

Shop Tip at

woodmagazine.com/tips
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4
Trim an end of the interior-side 

assembly (A/B) square to an edge (see 

More Resources for plans to make a cross-

cut sled), and crosscut it to 177⁄16" long. 

Mark the locations of the dadoes onto 

the interior-side trim [Drawing 2]. (See 

the Shop Tip on the next page for help in 

making accurate layout marks.) Install a 
1⁄4"-wide dado blade in your tablesaw and 

cut the dadoes in the panel [Photo B].

5 
Rip the interior-side (A/B) blank into 

two 131⁄2"-wide parts, measuring 

from the edge of the trim (B). Reposition 

the rip fence for a 13"-wide cut, place 

Chairside Chest
Build this six-drawer 

pine pleaser in a couple 

of weekends using just 

your tablesaw and a few 

basic tools.

Overall dimensions: 16"W × 16"D × 231⁄4"H

Materials and supplies cost: approx. $100

Start with the cabinet

1
Cut a 3⁄4×26×18" plywood blank for 

the interior sides (A). Cut and glue a 
3⁄4×3⁄4×18" interior side trim (B) to each 

edge of the plywood [Drawing 1] and 

allow to dry. (This panel will be cut to 

length and ripped into two parts later.)

Quick Tip! Working with an oversize panel al-
lows you to cut dadoes across just one panel. Later, 
after you rip the sides to final width, the dadoes will 
align perfectly between the two sides. And ripping 
the trim edge to final thickness removes any tear-
out or clamping compression marks.

2 
Edge-glue [More Resources, page 31] 

two 3⁄4×15×191⁄4" pine blanks for the 

exterior sides (C) [Drawing 1]. Set them 

aside for now.

3 
From 3⁄4" pine, cut the frame fronts and 

backs (D) and sides (E) to size [Drawing 1, 

Materials List]. Using a pocket-hole jig and 

drill [More Resources], bore the pocket holes 

in each end of the sides. Glue and screw the 

frames together with 11⁄4"-long coarse-

thread pocket-hole screws [Photo A].

TOOLS NEEDED

woodmagazine.com
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one of the just-sawn edges against the 

fence, and rip the assembly to final 

width [Drawing 2, Photo C]. Repeat for 

the remaining blank.

6 
From 3⁄4" pine, rip fourteen  1⁄4"-wide 

strips 13" long. Set two strips aside to 

use in the next step as the drawer-face 

trim (G). Glue and clamp 12 strips into 

the dadoes in the interior-side assem-

A

POCKET-SCREW THE FRAMES

Clamp across the joint with the ends of the front/

back (D) flush with the outer edge of a side (E), then 

screw them together.

B

CUT THE DRAWER-GUIDE DADOES

After positioning the rip fence to align the 

dado blade with a layout mark, make the cut, 

maintaining pressure against the fence.

C

RIP AWAY THE “SAFETY NET”

After cutting the interior-side assemblies (A/B) to 

rough width, cut away all but 1⁄4" of the trim for a 

clean, damage-free edge.

H

12¾"

17 7⁄16"

8"

1815⁄16"

1815⁄16"

14½"

3⁄8" rabbet
¼" deep

¼" grooves 
3⁄8" deep

¼" groove
3⁄8" deep
¼" from

back edge

¼" groove 3⁄8" deep
¼" from back edge

135⁄8"
¼"

¼"

C

C

B

A

A

G

G

D

3"

13"

B

#8 x 2" F.H. screw
1¼" pocket screw

#8 x 2" F.H. screw

D

E

D

D

E

E

E

H

blies (A/B) to serve as drawer guides (F) 

[Drawing 4]. 

7 
Dry-fit and clamp the interior-side 

assemblies (A/B/F) between the top 

and bottom frames (D/E), flush at the 

back of the cabinet. Next, drill 3⁄32" pilot 

holes for the screws that will join these 

Does your pencil need 
to go on a diet?
Cutting to the wrong side of a fat, 
imprecise pencil line can throw off 
accuracy by as much as 1⁄16". Improve your 
results by marking thinner-than-a-whisker 
layout lines with a marking knife, which 
makes a line far finer than a carpenter 
pencil. Even a 4H pencil (sold in art and 
office supply stores) makes a line about 
half the width of a typical no. 2 pencil.

D

E

E

A

B

A

B

Carpenter pencil

no. 2 pencil, worn

no. 2 pencil, sharp

Mechanical pencil

no. 4H drafting pencil

Marking knife

Dado location marked with a 
marking knife

Clamp-jaw
indentation

CABINET1
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2 
Install a 3⁄8" dado set in the tablesaw, 

and position the rip fence 1⁄8" away 

from it to cut rabbets in the drawer sides 

(K) [Drawing 3]. Then, hold a side against 

your miter gauge with the end touching 

the fence, and make a dado cut. Slide the 

workpiece away from the blade and com-

plete the rabbet by cutting off the 

remaining bit at the end. 

3 
Retrieve the cabinet back (H), and 

position the rip fence 135⁄8" from the 

far side of the dado blade. Cut the 3⁄8" 

rabbets along both edges [Drawing 1]. 

Check the fit of the back in the cabinet; 

enlarge the rabbets if needed. Set the 

back aside again.

3 
Dry-fit a drawer box and measure for 

the drawer bottoms (L)—the dis-

tance between opposing sides plus the 

depths of the grooves, minus 1⁄16". Cut six 

bottoms to size from 1⁄4" plywood [Draw-

ing 3]. Insert one of the bottoms into a 

drawer box to test the fit. When satis-

fied, sand all drawer parts; then glue and 

clamp each drawer.

4 
After the glue has dried, drill three 
3⁄16" holes 1" deep into each corner 

[Drawing 3, Photo F]. Glue a dowel into 

each hole, allow them to dry, and then 

trim and sand them flush.

5 
From 3⁄4" pine, cut the drawer false 

fronts (M) to size [Drawing 3] and 

temporarily mount them to the drawer 

boxes [Photo G]. Drill 7⁄64" pilot holes 

through each drawer-box front and 1⁄2" 

into the back face of each false front. 

Mark the drawers and false fronts so you 

can pair them up again later, and then 

remove the false fronts. Lay out and drill 

screw-mounting holes for the cup pulls 

on the false fronts. Sand the false fronts 

smooth, but don’t reattach them yet.

12¾"
¼"

A

213⁄16"

12¾"

177⁄16"

5⁄16"¼"

29⁄16"

29⁄16"

29⁄16"

29⁄16"

29⁄16"

¼" dadoes 3⁄8" deep

¼"

B B

A

31⁄8" cup pull,
centered

#8 x 1" F.H. screw

2¾"
127⁄8"

1"

11"

2½"

13"

¼" groove ¼" deep
¼" from bottom edge

½" rabbet ¼" deep

½" rabbet 
¼" deep

3⁄16" hole 
1" deep

7⁄64" pilot hole

3⁄16" dowel
1" long2½"

J

J

K

K

L

M

D

CONNECT THE FRAMES AND SIDES...

Glue and screw the frame assemblies (D/E/G) to 

the interior-side assemblies (A/B/F) with the back 

edges flush.

E

...AND THEN THE EXTERIOR SIDES

Clamp the cabinet assembly (A/B/D–G) to an 

exterior side (C) flush at the front edges, and then 

pocket-screw them together.

E D

D
E

A B

D

E

D

E

D

D

E C

F

G

INTERIOR-SIDE ASSEMBLY2

DRAWER3

assemblies [Drawing 1]. Then, glue and 

clamp the drawer-face trim (G) on the 

front of the frames, butting them against 

the interior-side trim (B). When the glue 

has dried, remove the clamps and drill six 

pocket holes in each frame for the screws 

that will connect the frames to the exte-

rior sides (C).

8   
Assemble the carcase [Drawing 1, 

Photo D]. Then, retrieve the exterior 

sides (C), crosscut one end of each square 

to an edge; then, cut them to final size. 

Rip a 1⁄4" groove in each exterior side for 

the back panel where shown. Secure the 

exterior sides to the cabinet assembly 

with pocket screws [Photo E]. Note: Do 
not use glue. This will prevent wood splits 
later as the solid-wood panels shrink and 
swell with seasonal humidity changes.

9 
Glue up a blank for the back (H) 

from 1⁄2" pine [Drawing 1]. Glue up a 

blank for the top (I) from 3⁄4" pine [Draw-

ing 4]. After the glue has dried, cut these 

parts to size, sand them smooth, and set 

them aside for later. Note: Leaving the 
back and top off the cabinet allows easy 
access to the drawers as you custom-fit 
them to the cabinet.

Quick Tip! If you can find 1⁄2" pine plywood 
with a face made up of grain and coloration simi-
lar to your pine lumber, you can substitute that for 
the solid-wood back. This project might be visible 
from all sides, so make sure the back is visually ap-
pealing too.

Now make the drawers

1 
From 1⁄2" pine, cut to size the drawer 

fronts and backs (J) and sides (K) for 

all six drawers [Drawing 3]. Rip grooves 

for the drawer bottoms in two passes, 

with the second removing just enough 

material to create a snug fit of the ply-

wood from which you’ll cut the bottoms 

(L); make test cuts in scrap, adjusting the 

rip fence position as needed.

29woodmagazine.com



Turn to the top and base

1 
From 3⁄4" stock, cut the base aprons 

(N) to final width and 2" longer than 

shown [Drawing 4]. 

2 
Cut out a 3⁄4×14×14" plywood bottom 

panel (O) [Drawing 4]. Miter-cut the 

base aprons (N) at 45° to fit snugly around 

the bottom panel. Make a copy of the 

Base Apron Pattern from the WOOD Pat-
terns® insert on page 37 and make a tem-

plate [Shop Tip, below], then use it to create 

the design for all four aprons. Sand the 

apron edges and faces smooth.

3 
Lay the base aprons (N) end to end 

so the tips of the miters touch. Tape 

across the three joints with painter’s 

tape. Fold this assembly around the bot-

tom panel (O) [Photo H] and secure the 

last joint with tape. When you’re satis-

fied with the fit, undo one joint, apply 

glue to the bottom panel’s edges and the 

apron miters, and reattach the apron 

around the bottom.

4 
Rip the glue blocks (P) to width and 

cut them to length so they fit behind 

16" 16"

45˚ bevel 15½"

14"14"

3½"

2¾"

¾"

#8 x 1¼"
F.H. screws

Mitered
ends

O

G

P

N

N

F

I

D

E

P

A

C

G

¼" 

1⁄16" chamfer

45˚ bevel

I

F

DOWEL THE DRAWER JOINTS

Use a shop-made guide block to help you drill 

the dowel holes perpendicular to and perfectly 

centered in the drawer fronts and backs (J).

G

MOUNT THE FALSE FRONTS

Using 1⁄16"-thick spacers to keep a consistent reveal, 

temporarily mount the false fronts (M) to the 

drawer boxes using double-faced tape.

H

GLUE AND CLAMP THE BASE

Painter’s tape holds the bevel joints together as 

you wrap the aprons (N) around the bottom panel 

(O). Tighten a band clamp around the aprons.

Make multiple identical parts with a template
To make four aprons (N) for the base and ensure they 
match, create a template of the Base Apron Pattern 
from 1⁄4" hardboard (or any similar material). Begin by 
adhering a copy of the pattern onto the hardboard with 
spray adhesive. Use a 7⁄8" Forstner bit to drill out the hole 
where marked before cutting the remainder of the 
pattern with a jigsaw. Sand the edges smooth. Lay the 
template onto an apron and trace the pattern. Position 
the Forstner bit (removed from the drill) in place where 
you drilled and lightly tap it to mark the location, as 
shown right. Repeat for each end of all the aprons. Finally, 
drill and jigsaw each apron, shown far right, as you did 
when making the pattern.

J

K

L

C

K

J M

M

M

N

N

O

N

N

N

Guide
block

Double-faced
tape

EXPLODED VIEW4

TOP DETAIL4a
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¾ x 5½ x 96" Pine (4 bd. ft.) (3 needed)

C C I

¾ x 7¼ x 96" Pine (5.3 bd. ft.)

P

G

F

B

¾ x 48 x 24" Plywood

A

A

O

¼ x 24 x 48" Plywood

L L

L L

L

L

J

½ x 5½ x 96" Pine (4 bd. ft.) (2 needed)

J J K K K

H H

½ x 7¼ x 48" Pine (2.7 bd. ft.)

D D E E N N

M

Cutting Diagram

Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Part

Cabinet

T W L Matl. Qty.

*A interior sides 3⁄4" 123⁄4" 177⁄16" PL 2

*B interior-side trim 1⁄4" 3⁄4" 177⁄16" P 2

*C exterior sides 3⁄4" 141⁄2" 1815⁄16" EP 2

D
frame fronts/
backs

3⁄4" 3" 13" P 4

E frame sides 3⁄4" 3" 8" P 4

F drawer guides 3⁄4" 1⁄4"   13" P 12

G drawer-face trim 3⁄4" 1⁄4" 13" P 2

*H back 1⁄2" 135⁄8" 1815⁄16" EP 1

*I top 3⁄4" 16" 16" EP 1

Drawers

J fronts/backs 1⁄2" 21⁄2" 11" P 12

K sides 1⁄2" 21⁄2" 13" P 12

L bottoms 1⁄4" 1015⁄16" 127⁄16" PL 6

M false fronts 3⁄4” 23⁄4" 127⁄8" P 6

Base

*N aprons 3⁄4" 31⁄2" 151⁄2" P 4

O bottom panel 3⁄4" 14" 14" PL 1

P glue blocks 3⁄4" 3⁄4" 23⁄4" P 4

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: PL–plywood, P–pine, EP–edge-glued pine.
Supplies: 3⁄16"×3' dowel (3), 11⁄4" pocket-hole screws (32), 
#8×1" flathead screws (12), #8×11⁄4" flathead screws (8), 
#8×2" flathead screws (16).
Drawer pulls: Dark bronze cast round cup pulls (6), 
no. 01A56.62, $3.10 each, Lee Valley, 800-871-8158, 
leevalley.com.
Blade and bits: Stacked dado set; 3⁄32", 7⁄64", and 3⁄16"  drill 
bits; 7⁄8" Forstner bit.

the miters. Glue them in place [Drawing 

4, Photo I].

5 
At the tablesaw, cut a 45° bevel along 

the top edges of the base assembly 

(N/O/P) [Drawing 4, Photo J] so that the 

top of the bevel aligns with the outer 

edges of the cabinet (A–G).

6 
Retrieve the top (I) and cut the top 

and bottom bevels [Drawing 4a] at 

the tablesaw.

Add the finishing touches

1 
Sand all parts and assemblies 

smooth, progressing from 120 to 150 

to 220 grit.

2 
Apply a finish to all parts except the 

drawer boxes (J/K/L). We sprayed on 

three coats of Zinsser Bull’s-Eye aerosol 

shellac [More Resources].

Quick Tip! For best results when finishing, 
leave the back (H), top (I), drawer false fronts (M), 
and base (N/O/P) separate from the cabinet (A–G). 
When possible, position these parts so you’re ap-
plying finish to horizontal surfaces to avoid runs 
and drips.

3 
When the finish has dried, slide the 

back (H) into the cabinet (A–G) but 
do not glue it in place. Position the cabinet 

onto the base assembly (N/O/P) [Draw-

ing 4], drill 3⁄32" pilot holes, and secure 

with #8×11⁄4" flathead screws. Lay the 

top (I) onto a flat surface with the good 

face down. Next, flip the cabinet assem-

bly upside down and center it on the 

top. Then, drill pilot holes into the top 

through the frame; 

elongate the holes in the frame only to 

allow the solid-wood top to expand 

across its width without splitting. Screw 

the top in place.

4 
Attach the drawer pulls to the false 

fronts (M), and then screw these to 

the drawer boxes (J/K/L) [Drawing 4]. 

Insert the drawers into the cabinet and 

check the gap between each drawer 

front and the cabinet. To adjust a gap, 

loosen the screws that secure the false 

front to the drawer box, reposition it as 

needed, then retighten. If you need 

more adjustment, drill out the holes in 

the drawer-box front (J) slightly.

When finished, place the chest along-

side your favorite chair, top it off with a 

good book or the TV remote control, 

then kick back and enjoy!

I

REINFORCE WITH GLUE BLOCKS

Apply glue to the back side of the apron miter 

joints and rub the glue blocks (P) up and down until 

snug, then clamp as shown.

J

BEVEL-CUT THE BASE

When bevel-ripping the assembled base (N–P) at 

the tablesaw, push on the plywood panel rather 

than the aprons.

Produced by Bob Hunter with John Olson and Bill Damman

Project design: Kevin Boyle

Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
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X Want easy edge-glued panels? Watch this video: 
woodmagazine.com/flatpanels.
X Build a crosscut sled for a benchtop/job-site table-
saw from plans at woodmagazine.com/jobsitesled.
X Read more about pocket-hole drilling techniques 
and tips at woodmagazine.com/phpointers. 
X Discover how to finish projects with shellac at 
woodmagazine.com/shellac.
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Sticking bits give you a choice of edge profiles 

from traditional round, suitable for Shaker-style 

projects, to the more elaborate ogee.

N
othing dresses up a cabinet like a 

raised-panel door. A decorative 

edge on the door’s rails and stiles 

frames the panel to set it off, and tenon-

and-groove joinery gives it long-lasting 

durability. You can easily create the 

“sticking” profile on the inside edge of 

the door frame and the mating “coping” 

cuts on the ends of the rails using a set 

of matching router bits. 

Know your door anatomy
Before cutting material, let’s define 

some basic door-construction terms. 

The panel fits into a grooved frame con-

sisting of horizontal rails that fit between 

vertical stiles. The sticking router bit cuts 

a groove in the edge of the stiles and 

rails and shapes a profile on one edge of 

the frame pieces [Photo A]. 

The coping bit cuts a stub tenon that fits 

in the groove and creates a profile that 

mates with the sticking cut. The increase 

in face-grain gluing surface strengthens 

the resulting joint.

A

PICK A STICKING PROFILE

Cope-and- 
 stick doors

Add easy elegance to your 

furniture projects.

Round

Ogee

Bead



To help you keep the proper orientation when 

routing the stick and cope cuts, mark the outside 

faces of the rails and stiles.

PUT YOUR BEST FACES FORWARD

B

ADJUST THE STICKING BIT HEIGHT

Butt a piece of frame stock against the sticking bit and 

adjust the bit height so the full sticking profile shows 

with 3⁄16" to 1⁄4" of stock left above the groove cutter. 

C

A metal rule sliding on both fence faces should just 

skim the bit bearing. Spin the bit by hand to ensure 

the fence clears the bit. 

SET THE FENCE

D
Keeping the marked faces down against the table, 

rout the inside edges of each rail and stile. Feed the 

stock steadily past the bit for smooth cuts.

STEADY GO THE STICKING CUTS

E

Sticking bit has bearing on top.
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Start by sizing things up
Overlay doors typically overlap the cabi-

net opening by 3⁄8" all around, so if you 

choose this door style, make the finished 

door 3⁄4" taller and 3⁄4" wider than the 

opening. Inset doors fit within the cabi-

net opening and flush with the front of 

the cabinet, and require a uniform 1⁄16" 

gap around all sides; so for this style, 

make the door height and width 1⁄8" less 

than the opening.

Stile length always equals the door 

height. But rail length depends on the 

width of the stiles and the bit set used. (See 

Determining Rail Length Drawing, above 
right.) If the bit cuts a 3⁄8"-deep groove, 

you’ll need to add twice that—3⁄4"—to 

allow for the tenon on each end of the rail.

Prepare the frame stock
To make tight, flush-fitting joints, all 

rail and stile pieces must be of uniform 

thickness. After planing the stock, rip 

the stiles and rails to width and cut 

them to length. Save some cutoffs for 

making test cuts later. Then select and 

mark the outside faces [Photo B].  

Quick Tip! For rails 6" or shorter, rout the 
sticking cut first in a long piece of rail stock, 
then cut individual rails to finished length. 

Make the sticking cuts
Install the sticking bit in your table-

mounted router and use a piece of frame 

stock as a gauge to adjust the bit height. 

Position the bit so the full sticking pro-

file appears on the face side (against the 

table) while leaving sufficient stock 

behind the groove [Photo C]. 

With the bit height set, use a straight-

edge to bring the router-table fence flush 

with the bit’s top bearing [Photo D].  

Install featherboards on the table and 

Once the bit’s bearing sits flush with the fence, 

raise the bit in stages to make multiple passes 

until you reach the proper panel thickness.

START SHALLOW

Adjust both bit height and fence depth to make a 

shallow first pass. Start with the two cross-grain cuts 

first to minimize tear-out, and rout all four edges 

before adjusting the fence back for the next passes.

SNEAK UP IN MULTIPLE PASSESRout a raised panel
Flat panels of plywood or solid wood work 
well in cope-and-stick doors, but a solid-
wood raised panel, such as the one shown in 
the photos in this article, adds visual interest. 
If you own a 3-hp variable-speed router, 
create a raised panel with a horizontal bit. Its 
mass helps it power through cuts with the 
carbide cutters leaving a clean, smooth 
surface. (See More Resources on page 35 for 
other methods of raising panels.)

Available in several profiles, these cutters 
perform best at low speed (10,000 rpm or 
less). Success also requires making the cuts in 
multiple passes, as shown in the photos, right. 
Rout the panel ends first, then the sides. 

fence to hold the stock firmly in place 

and provide uniform cuts [Photo E]. 

Make the sticking cuts in all the rail and 

stile pieces and an extra piece of scrap 

stock to use later as a test-cutting piece 

for setting up the coping bit.

DETERMINING RAIL LENGTH

A=Stile width
B=Groove deph
C=Rail length

A

B

C
D

STILESTILE RAIL
Front of door

A

B

D=Door width
C=D-2A+2B



SET THE COPING BIT HEIGHT

Align the bottom edge of the upper cutter with 

the top edge of the groove to cut the stub tenon in 

perfect alignment with the sticking groove.

F

If the test cut leaves excess stock on the top edge of the tenon, as shown in the photo, lower the bit. If the 

excess is on the bottom edge, raise the bit.

BACKER SERVES MULTIPLE PURPOSES

To make the coping cut in the end of a rail, butt the rail test piece against the fence and a square backer 

board. The backer also helps prevent tear-out.

CHECK THE BIT HEIGHT

G

H

EASY DOES IT

Properly routed cope-and-stick joints fit tightly so light clamping pressure snugs them up while helping 

keep the door assembly flat and square.

I

Coping bit has bearing between cutters.

Test piece

Backer board

Test piece

Stock left by too-high coping bit
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Produced by Kerry Gibson 

Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine, Lorna Johnson

Learn how to cope
Set the stiles aside, remove the sticking 

bit, and install the coping bit. Using the 

test piece you made earlier as a gauge, 

adjust the bit’s height [Photo F]. Then, 

align the fence and bit bearing as you 

did with the sticking bit.

Because the coping cut goes across the 

end grain of the rails, use a backer board 

to support the test piece and keep it 

square to the fence [Photo G]. Make a cut 

and fine-tune the bit’s height accord-

ingly [Photo H].

Once you have the face of the test 

piece fitting flush with the face of a stile, 

make the coping cuts in both ends of 

each rail, placing the marked face down 

against the router-table top.

Size the panel
Whether you make the panel from ply-

wood or a solid wood, size it 1⁄16" smaller 

than the space within the panel grooves 

of the door frame. This allows the frame 

joints to close tightly and provides room 

for a solid-wood panel to expand. Figure 

panel width by subtracting 1⁄16" from the 

rail length. To find the panel length, 

dry-assemble the panel frame and mea-

sure the distance between the rails, 

including the grooves, then subtract 1⁄16".

Assemble the door
Dry-fit the door frame and panel to check 

for fit. Disassemble it, apply glue to one 

end of the rails, and position them on a 

stile. Slide the panel into place (no glue); 

then glue the other stile to the rails. 

Clamp the frame together [Photo I]. 
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X Learn more about raised-panel bits and 
tips for setting up your router: 
woodmagazine.com/raised-bits

Taming a rattler
Panels cut too small or thinner than the groove in the rails and stiles of a 

door will likely rattle. If you hear a rattle during a dry-fit assembly, insert a 

spacer to fill the gap. You can use commercially available spacers, such as 

Space Balls or the rubber panel barrels shown below [Sources]. Or, for a 

homemade solution, substitute a 1⁄4" length of vinyl window-screen spline.

X To find out about vertical panel-raising 
router bits, check out this free article: 
woodmagazine.com/vertbit

X Read about using your tablesaw to cut 
raised panels in issue 164 (Sept. 2005) or 
download the article for a small fee at:
woodmagazine.com/2raised

Sources
Space balls: $6.49 (100), no. 12386, Rockler, 800-279-4441, rockler.com. 
1⁄4" panel barrels: $4.90 (100), no. 00S08.14, Lee Valley Tools, 
800-267-8767, leevalley.com.

Wire brad

PANEL
RAIL

PINNED PANEL DETAIL

PANEL

PINNED PANEL
(Viewed from back)

Wire brad

RAIL

But what about a door that develops a rattle down the road, after the 

door has been glued together? In that case, drive a small wire brad at an 

angle through the rail and into the panel on the back side of the door. (See 

Pinned Panel, below.)  A pin nailer makes quick, easy work of this task and 

provides a nearly invisible fix. 
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Interlocking 1
For each ornament you plan to 

make, cut three 3 7⁄8×3 7⁄8" squares of 
1⁄8" Baltic birch plywood (see Source). 

Spray-adhere the pieces together into a 

stack. (We used 3M Spray Mount Artist’s 

Adhesive for a temporary  bond.) Then, 

photocopy and cut out your preferred 

full-size Snowflake Pattern from the 

three options in the WOOD Patterns®

 

insert and spray-adhere it to the stack.

2
Drill 1⁄8" blade start holes in all the 

interior waste areas. Using a #2 

scrollsaw blade, cut the pattern to shape, 

leaving the shaded notch sections intact 

[Photo A]. Separate the three layers, but 

leave the paper pattern in place on the 

first layer to use as a reference.

3
Cut a 1⁄8" notch 3⁄16" deep in a scrap of 

the 1⁄8" plywood. (Refer to Photo C.) 

Using the scrap as a marking gauge, 

mark the notches on the second layer in 

the locations indicated by the dark gray 

shading of the pattern [Photo B]. Then, 

cut the notches away at the scrollsaw 

[Photo C].

4
On the third layer, cut away the cen-

ter section indicated by the light 

gray shading on the pattern, separating 

the layer into halves. Then use the 

notched gauge to mark each half where 

indicated by the light gray shading on 

the pattern, and scrollsaw the notches 

[Photo D].

For the deep, unshaded notch, cut just inside the 

line for a snug fit. If it’s too tight, it can be filed 

wider prior to assembly.

MISS THE LINE TO FIT THE NOTCH

A

Snowflake
Ornaments

With three eye-catching 

patterns to choose from, you’ll 

scrollsaw these quick and easy 

snowflakes by the driftful.
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WOOD
Dear Reader: As a service to you, we’ve included full-size patterns 
on this insert for irregular-shaped and intricate project parts. 
You can machine all other project parts using the Materials List 
and the drawings accompanying the project you’re building.
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Download this full-size 
printable patterns at 
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For a sparkling look, apply Rust-Oleum 
Glitter spray paint. This paint builds 
slowly, so avoid drips by applying 
multiple light coats—allowing each 
to dry between applications—until 
you’re happy with the coverage.
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5
Remove the paper pattern from the 

first layer and sand all four pieces 

with 220-grit sandpaper to remove any 

spray adhesive or fuzzy edges. Dry-fit 

the snowflake, first joining the two 

larger pieces by the deep notches, then 

adding the half pieces, joining them by 

the shallow notches. Use a file to widen 

any notches if necessary. When the fit is 

snug, disassemble, and apply small dabs 

of cyanoacrylate (CA) glue to the notches 

before reassembly.

6
After the glue dries, apply a clear 

coat. We sprayed three coats of satin 

aerosol lacquer. (See the photo right for 

an alternate finish.) Drill a hole for the 

hanger [Photo E]. Screw in a size 214 

screw eye. Then, tie ribbon to the screw 

eye, and deck the boughs. 

Leave the marked line when scrollsawing the notches of the second layer. If 
necessary, they can be widened later.

Marking around a gauge made from scrap stock instead of cutting to a 
pattern line ensures a snug fit in case the plywood is undersized.

B

3⁄16" 
notch

MAKE A GAUGE TO MARK AND NOTCH THE SECOND LAYER

After separating the two halves of the third layer, mark and cut notches in the 
straight edges, leaving the marked line for a snug fit.

D

THE HALVES, AND THEY HAVE NOTCHES

Use a 1⁄16" bit to drill 1⁄4" deep into the crevice where the three layers meet. Don’t 
worry if the bit punches through the bottom. No one will see.

E

ADD A HANGER HOLE

C

Source
Supplies on Demand: 1⁄8×12×12" Baltic birch plywood 
(enough for three ornaments), 3M Spray Mount Artist’s 
Adhesive, size 214 screw eyes, 1⁄8"-wide red ribbon, and 
Rust-Oleum glitter spray paint, silver: 
woodmagazine.com/229ornament.

Produced by Lucas Peters and John Olson

Project design: Thomas Luc

Illustrations: Lorna Johnson

Notched gauge
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High-Style Hutch

C
urved legs and lithe lines combine 

to give this hutch a refreshing con-

temporary look. Build it with glass 

(above) or wood-panel doors and sides 

(page 1), or a combination of both. 

Though the hutch could grace almost 

any room on its own, a matching dining 

table and chairs (coming up in the next 

issue) create a striking dining room suite. 

Dimensions: 
411⁄2"W×201⁄2"D×483⁄4"H
Materials cost: $480
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¼" rabbet 
½" deep

#10 biscuits

¼" rabbet ½" deep
on back face

¾ x 1¾ x 25½"

35" 12½"

12½"

25½"

2¼"

30½"

21½"

33½"

B

D

E

F G

C

A

A

F
G

E

K

G

F

G

1¾"

F

K

¼"
shelf
pin

1¼"

A tenoning jig that slides over the saw fence holds 
the stiles  (J, N) securely as you cut the top and 
bottom slots with a 1⁄4" dado blade.

BEVEL THE CABINET TOP

A
Attach a tall auxiliary fence—at least as tall as half 
the length of the cabinet top (S)—to your tablesaw 
to cut the 14° bevels on the ends and edges. 

CUT SLOTS IN THE STILE ENDS

B

CABINET1

Blade
tilted 14°

Auxiliary
fence

S

N

1/4" dado 
blade

Scribe before rabbeting 
for cleaner cut
To minimize tear-out or splintering on the 
visible edge when rabbeting the side and 
door openings, scribe the edges of the 
rabbet before routing. A wheel marking 
gauge, right, cuts wood fibers cleanly.

Wheel
marking
gauge

H

Make the cabinet components

1
Cut 3⁄4" cherry plywood to size for 

the top/bottom panels (A) and the 

back panel (B) [Materials List, Drawing 1]. 

From solid stock, cut the back top 

rail (C), back bottom rail (D), back stiles 

(E), end trim (F), and front/back trim (G) 

to size.

2
Cut a 1⁄4" rabbet 1⁄2" deep along one 

back edge of each back stile (E), mak-

ing mirror-image parts [Drawing 1]. Glue 

the top rail (C), bottom rail (D), and 

stiles to the back panel (B). Glue the end 

trim (F) and front/back trim (G) to the 

top/bottom panels (A).

3
Cut the side top rails (H), side bot-

tom rails (I), side stiles (J), 

front stiles (K), door top rails (L), door 

bottom rails (M), and door stiles (N) to 

size [Materials List, Drawings 1,  2,  and 3]. 

4
Plane or resaw enough 5⁄16" solid 

stock to yield eight 36"-long pieces 
3⁄8" wide for the vertical and horizontal 

side and door stops (O, P, Q, R). 

(To install 1⁄4" plywood panels in the 

frames instead of glass, make the stops 
3⁄16" thick.)

5 
Cut and edge-glue stock for the cabi-

net top (S) [Materials List]. Cut the 

glued-up top to size, and bevel both ends 

and edges [Drawings 5 and 5a, Photo A]. 

Finish-sand the cabinet top and set it 

aside for final assembly.

Build the side and door frames

1
Cut a centered 1⁄4" slot 2" deep at the 

bottom of each side stile (J) and door 

stile (N) to create a bridle mortise [Photo 

B, Drawings 2 and 3]. Cut a similar slot 

11⁄2" deep at the top of each stile.

2
Cut mating tenons on the ends of 

the side top rails (H), side bottom 

rails (I), door top rails (L), and door bot-

tom rails (M) [Drawing 4]. Note: These 
corner bridle joints will be visible on the 
door edges of the completed hutch, so take 
your time fitting the tenons to the slots to 
ensure tight, good-looking joints.

3
Glue and clamp the side frames 

(H/I/J) and door frames (L/M/N) 

[Drawings 2 and 3]. Measure both diago-

nals on each assembly to ensure they’re 

equal and the assembly is square.

4
Saw or rout 1⁄4" grooves 1⁄4" deep 1⁄2" 

from the front and back edges on the 

inside face of each side frame assembly 

(H/I/J) [Drawing 2]. Next, drill three 

shelf-pin holes in each side stile (J) 

where shown in Drawing 2.

5
Rout 3⁄8" rabbets 7⁄16" deep around the 

opening on the inside face of both 
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1511⁄16"

123⁄16"

253⁄8"

221⁄8"#16 x 1"
brad

¼" slot  2" deep,
centered

¼" slots 1½" deep,
centered

1⁄8 x 127⁄8 x 22" glass

3⁄8" rabbet 7⁄16" deep
routed after frame assembly

L

M

N

Q

R

N

R

Q

DOOR3

side frames (H/I/J) and both door frames 

(L/M/N) [Drawings 2, 3, Photo C;  Shop Tip, 

previous page]. Measure the openings in 

the side and door frames, and note the 

dimensions so you can buy 1⁄8" glass or 

cut 1⁄4" plywood panels to fit. Set the 

door frames aside until later. 

6
Cut a 1⁄4×1⁄2" rabbet along the front 

outside edge of each front stile (K) 

[Drawing 1], creating a tongue to fit the 

groove in a side stile (J).

Assemble the cabinet

1
Finish-sand the inside surfaces of the  

top and bottom (A/F/G), back (B–E), 

sides (H/I/J), and front stiles (K) using 

progressively finer abrasives to 220 grit. 

2
Dry-assemble the top and bottom 

(A/F/G), back (B–E), sides (H/I/J), and 

front stiles (K) [Drawing 1]. Mark the 

component intersections on the inside 

so you can mask the joints for finishing 

the interior [Photos D and E]. 

Mark the back (B–E) and the front stiles (K) where 
they meet the sides (H/I/J). (The top has been 
removed here for clarity.)

Insert filler strips to keep finish out of the grooves 
in the side stiles (J). Tape gluing surfaces adjacent 
to the grooves as well as the mating tongues.

MARK GLUING AREAS AT JOINTS

D

E

PROTECT GLUE AREAS FROM FINISH

B

J

E

C H

J

H

B

E

C

Filler strip

CUT PANEL-HOLDING RABBETS

C
Rout the openings on the inside faces of the doors 
and sides with a piloted rabbet bit, making several 
shallow cuts.  Square the corners with a chisel.

J

J

H

9½"

5⁄16"

25½"

22¼"

2¼"

#16 x 1"
brad

¼" slots 1½" deep,
centered

¼" groove ¼" deep
½" from front edge

and back edge

1⁄8 x 101⁄8 x 22" glass

¼" ½"

3⁄8"

10½"

2½"

1½"

14"

¼" holes
3⁄8" deep

3⁄8" rabbet 7⁄16" deep
routed after 

frame assembly

¼" slot 2" deep, centered

H

I

J

O

P

J

P

O

SIDE FRAME 
(VIEWED FROM BACK)

2
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S

One-touch
magnetic latches

Washers

No-mortise
hinge

14° bevel
14° bevel

20½"

1¼" F.H.
screw

41½"

¼ x 12 x 33¼"
glass shelf

T

U
V

T

14° 

3¼"

¼"

S

EXPLODED VIEW5

TOP DETAIL5a

The back and sides will glue to the end 

and back trim (F, G) on the top and bot-

tom, and the front stiles (K) will glue to 

the front trim (G); mark and mask the 

areas on the top and bottom that should 

not be finished for gluing [Drawing 1].

3
Apply finish to the interior surfaces 

of the top/bottom (A/F/G), back 

(B–E), sides (H/I/J), and front stiles (K). 

We finished our hutch with a coat of 

boiled linseed oil followed by three 

sprayed coats of clear lacquer. 

4 
Assemble the back (B–E), sides (H/I/J), 

and front stiles (K) [Drawing 1]. 

L

H

1¾"

¼"

¼"

1¾"

2¼"

L

H

3"

11⁄8"

30"

18"

48"

3"

½ x 3" mortise
1½" deep

T

11⁄8" ¾"-deep V-groove

M

I

1¾"

2¼"

2¼"

2"

¼"

¼"

I

M

RAIL TENONS4

LEG6

Using a square, mark centerlines for biscuits on the 
back edge and both ends of the top and bottom 
and the outside face of the back and sides.

LAY OUT BISCUIT LOCATIONS

F

I

H

F G

J

B

D

K

E

Biscuit center

 Quick Tip! Square the assembly with 
clamping braces at the back corners; see 
More Resources. 

Temporarily position the top (A/F/G) 

and mark centers for biscuits (Photo F). 

Then, temporarily place the assembled 

back, sides, and front stiles on the bot-

tom, and mark those biscuit centers.

5
Cut #10 biscuit slots centered on the 

locations marked. Apply glue, insert 

biscuits, and assemble the back/side/

front stile assembly (B–E/H–K) to the 

top and bottom. Clamp the carcase, 

check it for square, and set it aside.
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Build the base

1
Lay out the legs (T) [Drawings 6 and 

7, Photo G] and leg supports (U) 

[Drawing 7a] on 11⁄2" stock. 

2
Cut mortises in the legs (T) and form 

mating tenons on the leg supports 

(U) [Drawings 6, 7, 7a]. 

3
Rout a 90° V-groove in each leg, 

starting at the top and extending to 

the mortise [Drawings 6 and 7, Photo H]. 

Finish the area where the V-groove 

meets the mortise with a chisel.

4
Saw the legs (T) and leg supports (U) 

to shape [Drawings 6 and 7a]. Sand the 

edges smooth, and finish-sand the parts. 

Glue a support to each leg [Drawing 7].

5
Glue a leg/support (T/U) assembly to 

each corner of the cabinet (A–K) 

[Photo I].

6
Cut the center support (V) from 2" 

stock, making it slightly longer than 

shown in Drawing 7b. Leave the ends 

square for now. 

7
Invert the cabinet assembly (A–K/

T/U). Scribe the center support (V) to 

fit between the ends of the leg supports 

(U) [Photo J, Drawing 7]. Finish-sand the 

part, and glue it in place. 

Form the leg grooves accurately with a V-groove 
bit 11⁄2" in diameter [Sources] in a table-mounted 
router. Cut to full depth in several shallow cuts.

ROUT V-GROOVES IN THE LEGS

H

Corner blocks inside the cabinet ease clamping the legs (T) and leg supports (U) to the cabinet. The ends of 
the leg supports do not touch each other. Clamp the leg supports  first, then clamp the legs.

ATTACH THE LEGS TO THE CABINET

I

T

3⁄4"

T

U

A

A

B
G

Corner blocks

H

J

K

T

1½"

235⁄32"
97⁄8"

48"

2"

45° miters

27"

¾"-deep 
V-groove

½ x 3" mortise 1½" deep

T

T

T

V
U

U

U

U

1½"

½"

U

1½"

97⁄8"

2"3" U

235⁄32"

25⁄32"

45° miters

V

BASE ASSEMBLY7

LEG SUPPORT7a

CENTER SUPPORT7b

Establish the continuous curve from the top of the 
leg to the bottom along the outside edge using a 
fairing stick [More Resources]. 

LAY OUT THE LEGS

G

Fairing stick

T
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Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Part

Cabinet and doors

T W L Matl. Qty.

A top/bottom 3⁄4" 121⁄2" 331⁄2" CP 2

B back 3⁄4" 30 1⁄2" 211⁄2" CP 1

C back top rail 3⁄4" 13⁄4" 30 1⁄2" C 1

D back bottom rail 3⁄4" 21⁄4" 30 1⁄2" C 1

E back stiles 3⁄4" 1 3⁄4" 251⁄2" C 2

F end trim 3⁄4" 3⁄4" 121⁄2" C 4

G front/back trim 3⁄4" 3⁄4" 35" C 4

H side top rails 3⁄4" 13⁄4" 14" C 2

I side bottom rails 3⁄4" 21⁄4" 14" C 2

J side stiles 3⁄4" 2 1⁄4" 251⁄2" C 4

K front stiles 3⁄4" 11⁄4" 25 1⁄2" C 2

L door top rails 3⁄4" 13⁄4" 1511⁄16" C 2

M door bottom rails 3⁄4" 21⁄4" 1511⁄16" C 2

N door stiles 3⁄4" 1 3⁄4" 25 3⁄8" C 4

O* side vertical stops 5⁄16" 3⁄8" 22 1⁄4" C 4

P* side horiz. stops 5⁄16" 3⁄8" 91⁄2" C 4

Q* door vertical stops 5⁄16" 3⁄8" 22 1⁄8" C 4

R* door horiz. stops 5⁄16" 3⁄8" 123⁄16" C 4

S cabinet top 3⁄4" 20 1⁄2" 41 1⁄2" EC 1

Base

T* legs 1 1⁄2" 4 1⁄8" 48" C 4

U* leg supports 1 1⁄2" 3" 97⁄8" C 4

V* center support 2" 25⁄32" 235⁄32" C 1

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: CP–cherry plywood,  C–cherry, 
EC–edge-glued cherry.
Supplies: 1⁄8×101⁄8×22" glass (2), 1⁄8×127⁄8×22" glass (2), 
1⁄4×12×331⁄4" glass with polished edges (1) , #8×11⁄4" F.H. 
screws (6); #16×1" brads, 1⁄4" shelf pins (4), #10 biscuits (20).
Blade and bits: Stacked dado set, 3⁄32", 1⁄4" drill bits; 3⁄8" 
piloted rabbet router bit, 11⁄2" 90° V-groove router bit 
[Sources].

Sources
V-groove router bit: Freud 20-116, $57.97, Woodcraft, 
800-225-1153, woodcraft.com.
Hardware: 2" no-mortise hinges, 00H51.22, $1.90 per 
pair plus shipping (2 pairs needed); one-touch latches, 
00S33.11, $3.40 each plus shipping (2 needed), Lee Valley, 
800-871-8158, leevalley.com.

X For a free plan to make a right-angle 
clamping brace, see 
woodmagazine.com/clampingbrace.

Add the final touches

1
Stand the hutch on its legs. Place the 

door frames (L–N) in the front open-

ing to mark the hinge locations. Align 

the top of the upper hinge with the bot-

tom of the door top rail (L), the bottom 

of the lower hinge with the top of the 

door bottom rail (M) [Photo K].

2
Position a hinge on the edge of one 

door stile (N) at a mark, bringing the 

hinge barrel against the front face of the 

stile. Mark the screw-hole locations 

[Photo L] and drill the holes. Repeat for 

the remaining hinges. 

3
To mark the screw holes on the cabi-

net front stiles (K), hold a hinge in 

position at a mark with the barrel rest-

ing against the stile. (This will be the 

installed orientation.)  Drill pilot holes.   

4
Cut and fit the stops (O–R) into the 

rabbets in the doors and sides. You 

can cut one horizontal and one vertical 

stop from each 36" length of stock. 

5
Finish-sand all parts not already 

sanded. Apply finish to all bare sur-

faces and allow to dry thoroughly. 

6
Position the cabinet top (S) on the 

hutch, centered side-to-side and 

front to back [Drawing 5]. Drill pilot 

holes for the attaching screws, making 

oversize holes or slots in the carcase top 

(A/F/G) to allow for wood movement. 

Attach the cabinet top.

7
Place glass or solid panels into the 

openings and fasten the stops in 

place with brads [Drawings 2 and 3].  

8
Reattach the hinges to the doors, 

and install the doors. Add one-touch 

latches [Drawing 5]. Put in shelf pins and 

lay the glass shelf in place. Clean all the 

glass, and put your treasured items into 

the hutch. 

Produced by Larry Johnston with John Olson

Project design: John Olson

Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

Hold the  center support (V) in position while you 
mark the miter cuts at both ends. When you cut the 
part, sneak up on the marks to make a tight fit.

To ensure an equal gap, stand the door on the 
hinges you’ll use to hang it; then mark the hinge 
locations on the door  stile (N) and front stile (K).

FIT THE CENTER SUPPORT

J

MARK THE HINGE LOCATIONS

K

Press the hinge barrel against the front of the door 
stile (N) and mark the screw holes. Drill the holes; 
then, flip over the hinges for installation.

ATTACH THE HINGES TO THE DOORS

L

A

V

U

U

Gap between 
supports

N

N

K

T

I

M

G

Hinge

Hinge bottom aligned 
with top of bottom rail

X For a free plan to make a fairing stick 
and instructions to use it, go to 
woodmagazine.com/fairing.
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You’ll love these nimble, 
one-handed tools for 

light-duty trimming, 
edge-forming, and 

hinge-mortising 
tasks.

Trim Routers

S
ome tools you gotta have because 

they do a job or two like no other 

tool can. Then there are others—

such as trim routers—that just make life 

simpler and more enjoyable. Also known 

as laminate trimmers, these mighty mites 

got their start in the carpentry trade as an 

effective way to trim plastic-laminate 

countertops. But their usefulness goes 

way beyond that. Need to round over or 

chamfer a workpiece or flush-trim edging 

on plywood? Do the job quickly and con-

trollably with a trimmer. In fact, many 

woodworkers dedicate a trim router to a 

commonly used bit, such as 1⁄8" or 1⁄4" 

round-over, 45° chamfer, or a bearing-

guided flush-trimmer, so it’s always ready 

to go. To help you find a trim router that 

best suits your needs, we tested 11 in these 

and other applications.

First, a bit about bits
With motors rated at 1 hp or less, these 

routers lack the power to spin large bits. 

So they all have 1⁄4" collets, limiting you 

to bits with 1⁄4" shanks. The bit opening 

on the subbase also limits the size of bit 

you can use—the routers we tested have 

openings from 13⁄16" to just over 19⁄16". 

Two of the routers have self-releasing 

collets similar to those found on larger 

routers: The Bosch Colt PR20EVSK and 

Craftsman 28212 use one-piece collet-

and-nut assemblies (next page, top) that 

pop the bit free as you untighten it. We 

prefer this style over the two-piece sys-

tems found on the other trim routers. 

Two-piece collets occasionally wouldn’t 

release the bit shank, requiring added 

muscle to free the bit.
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A one-piece, self-releasing collet (left) releases bits easier than does either a two-piece split-cone collet 
(center) or a slotted-sleeve collet (right).

To change bits with all the routers, it’s 

easiest to remove the base first. You do 

that by loosening a lever lock or wing 

nut and then sliding the base off the 

motor housing. The Bosch and Ryobi 

P600 routers require you to twist the 

base slightly as you slide it off, a quirk 

you’ll get used to after several uses. The 

base on Ridgid’s R2401 has a catch just 

before the base comes off, requiring a 

sharp tug to free it. 

You use two wrenches to tighten or 

loosen the collet nut on the Drill Master 

44914, Grizzly H7790 and H7791, and 

Makita 3709. The other routers have a 

collet lock you depress with one hand 

while you wrench the nut with the other 

hand. Both styles work well, so choose a 

router that suits your preference. (About 

two-thirds of the WOOD®

 staff prefer 

one-wrench bit changes.) The Bosch 

Colt comes with two wrenches and a 

collet lock, letting you use either 

method. 

Setting bit depth can be tricky
Most of the trimmers have both coarse 

and fine adjustments for setting bit 

depth, right. The Grizzly H7790 and 

Ryobi have only coarse adjustments (dif-

ficult to dial in precise bit depth), and 

the DeWalt DWE6000 and Porter-Cable 

PCE6430 have only fine-adjust dials 

(tedious for large depth changes). Our 

favorite adjusters are on the Bosch Colt 

and Ridgid; we could dial in both with 

reliable precision. All but the Grizzly 

H7790 have depth-of-cut scales, but we 

found them all more finicky to use than 

simply eyeballing and test-cutting.

The DeWalt and Porter-Cable routers 

have the greatest amount of vertical collet 

travel (21⁄8") within their bases, nearly an 

inch more than the Craftsman. That’s 

crucial if you use bits with long shanks or 

long cutters.

ONE-PIECE COLLETS WORK BEST

Bosch Colt PR20EVSK, $120
877-267-2499, boschtools.com

Craftsman 28212, $90
800-549-4505, craftsman.com

DeWalt DWE6000, $100
800-433-9258, dewalt.com

Drill Master 44914, $30
800-423-2567, harborfreight.com

Ryobi P600Grizzly H7791Bosch PR20EVSK

Bosch’s Colt uses a thumbwheel 
fine adjuster. To make coarse 
movements, rotate the base 
slightly to bypass the fine-adjuster 
bolt inside the base.

With the Porter-Cable and DeWalt 
routers, you release a cam lever 
and slide the base until the 
side locks latch into the fine-
adjustment ring.

Half of the routers, including the 
MLCS Rocky 30, use a rack-and-
pinion adjuster to move the 
base up and down on the motor 
housing.

THREE WAYS OF SETTING BIT DEPTH

GOOD BETTER BEST

Fine 
adjuster

Fine 
adjuster

woodmagazine.com

Side locks
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Details make the difference
Using new, identical CMT bits, we routed 

countless round-overs, chamfers, coves, 

dadoes, grooves, rabbets, and shallow 

mortises. We also flush-trimmed solid-

wood edging on 3⁄4" plywood. The good 

news: Once the bit was set, all the routers 

performed about equally in terms of 

power and cut quality. But a few aspects 

give some routers an edge over the others.

XVariable speed. The Bosch, Crafts-

man, MLCS, and Ridgid models have 

variable-speed motors, so you can dial 

in the speed to match the application or 

bit. We appreciate this flexibility, espe-

cially when working with burn-prone 

wood species, such as cherry and maple. 

Of those four, all but the MLCS have 

soft-start motors that don’t jerk when 

powered up. The other models run at 

single speeds of at least 26,000 rpm. 

Porter-Cable launched a variable-speed 

model (PCE6435, $130) too late for us to 

include in this review. 

XBit visibility. The older we get, the 

more we appreciate the assist of LEDs to 

brighten the area around the bit. You’ll 

find these on the Craftsman, DeWalt, 

Porter-Cable, and Ridgid routers. Of 

these four, only the DeWalt has a clear 

plastic base, which allows in ambient 

light as well. Other clear-base models: 

Drill Master, both Grizzlys, and Makita.

XBalance. All the routers weigh between 

3 and 4 lbs, and most handle about the 

same in terms of balance and tippiness. 

The Craftsman, tallest in the group, felt 

more tippy than the others when 

extended in its base, but was fine other-

wise. And the battery-powered Ryobi felt 

awkward and top-heavy, especially 

when used with a 3-amp-hour or larger 

battery pack.

XExtra bases and guides. All but the 

Ryobi come with edge guides that attach 

to the base and let you rout parallel to a 

workpiece edge. The Drill Master, both 

Grizzlys, Makita, and MLCS also include 

bearing-guided attachments for flush-

trimming edges with a straight or spiral 

bit. The Craftsman comes with a two-

handed auxiliary subbase, shown above. 
Bosch sells auxiliary plunge, tilting, and 

offset bases for the Colt as optional 

accessories.

The DeWalt and Porter-Cable models 

have subbases with molded openings 

compatible with common two-piece 

guide bushings. The Drill Master, Griz-

zly, and Makita routers come with one 

proprietary 3⁄8" guide bushing apiece.

Grizzly H7790, $47
800-523-4777, grizzly.com

Grizzly H7791, $45
800-523-4777, grizzly.com

Makita 3709, $110
800-462-5482, makitatools.com

MLCS Rocky 30, $70
800-533-9298, mlcswoodworking.com

WOOD magazine  November 2014

A metal base that wraps halfway around the base 
and the lack of an LED light make the MLCS Rocky 30 
more difficult to use when you need to see the bit.

Although we were pleased with the run-time 
of Ryobi’s 18-volt lithium-ion battery pack, it 
makes the router top-heavy and unwieldy.

Craftsman’s auxiliary subbase gives you the ability to 
better control the router with two hands when needed, 
such as for hinge-mortising.

The combination of an LED light and a clear plastic 
subbase enhanced the Ridgid’s bit visibility, even 
with larger-diameter bits.

ROUT WITH MORE CONFIDENCE WHEN YOU CAN SEE THE BIT

CORD-FREE, YES, BUT AWKWARD ADD A HELPING HAND
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Trim Routers Deliver a Fistful of Furious Finesse

  MANUFACTURER    MODEL

PERFORMANCE RATINGS (1) MOTOR COLLET BASE
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BOSCH COLT PR20EVSK A A- A- A 16–35 Y R 1, 2 125/32 M 137/64 N C, F 89 3–6 10 1 M $120

CRAFTSMAN 28212 B+ A A A- 18–28 Y R 1 13/16 M 113/32 N C, F 87 3–14 10 1 C $90

DEWALT DWE6000 B A- A A 31 N C 1 21/8 P 113/64 Y F 86 3–4 8 3 C $100

DRILL MASTER 44914 B A- B+ B 26 N C 2 131/32 P 127/64 Y* C, F 85 3–3 7 90 days C $30

GRIZZLY
H7790 B- A- B+ B 30 N C 2 1 61/64 P 13/8 Y* C 93 3–8 8 1 C $47

H7791 B A- B+ B 30 N C 2 131/32 P 13/8 Y* C, F 90 3–9 8 1 C $45

MAKITA 3709 B A- B+ B 30 Y C 2 2 P 13/8 Y* C, F 82 3–7 8 1 J $110

MLCS ROCKY 30 B A- B A 10–30 N C 1 123/32 M 13/8 N C, F 89 4 6 1 C $70

PORTER-CABLE PCE6430 B A- A A 31 N C 1 21/8 M 113/64 Y F 86 3–4 8 1 C $100

RIDGID R2401 A B A A 20–30 Y C 1 19/16 M 13/16 N C, F 86 3–2 8 3 C $100

RYOBI P600 B- B+ B C 26 N S 1 15/16 P 113/32 N C 88 3–14* NA 2 C $50*

1.  Excellent

  Good

     Fair

A

B

C

2. (C)  Split cone    
 (R)  Self-releasing slotted cone   
 (S)  Slotted sleeve    
   
3. (1)  Spindle lock & one wrench   
 (2)  Two wrenches    
   

4. (M Metal      
 (P)  Plastic      
 
5. (*)  Made for proprietary guide 
         bushings (one included)

6. (C)  Coarse     
 (F)  Fine     
       
7. (*)  Including optional 3-amp-hour battery   
  

8. (C)   China     
8.  (J)   Japan     
     (M)   Malaysia    

9. Prices current at time of article production   
  and do not include shipping, where applicable.  
 (*)  Does not include battery and charger

Although just 1 hp, this Colt gets after it
If you simply have to have the best, get the Bosch Colt PR20E-

VSK—our Top Tool. At $120, it’s at the top of the price range, but 

it topped nearly every test we conducted. (You can get this 

router in a single-speed 35,000-rpm version for $20 less.)

Read more in-depth analysis 
of each of these trim routers at 

woodmagazine.com/trimmers.

On the other hand, you can buy four Drill Master 44914 trim-

mers for the same money you’d spend for the Colt. You could 

dedicate three to commonly used bits and still keep one avail-

able for other uses. That’s economical now and saves time in the 

shop, making it our Top Value.

Produced by Bob Hunter with Pat Lowry

Porter-Cable PCE6430, $100
888-848-5175, portercable.com

Ridgid R2401, $100
866-539-1710, ridgid.com

woodmagazine.com

Ryobi P600, $50*
800-525-2579, ryobitools.com
*Not including battery pack and charger
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Our biggest one yet!

W
ith 13 toys in this popular 

series, I knew I had to pull 

out all the stops to design a 

crane that would make you go “Wow!” 

To do that, this one includes a boom 

that extends more than 4', a 360°- 

rotating turntable, and fully function-

ing outriggers. For ease of building, a 

hardware kit with all of the specialty 

parts is available [Source, page 58].

Kevin Boyle

Senior Design Editor

Construction-grade 

Mobile Crane
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5¼"

4½"
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201⁄8"

20"

1"

3⁄8" holes 1⁄8" deep

5⁄16" hole

5⁄16" hole

1⁄8 x ¼ x 3⁄8"

3⁄8"

 #212 
screw eye 

7⁄16"

½"

1" hole ½" deep with a 
5⁄16" hole centered inside

on bottom face

F F
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CHASSIS1

Y
ou’ll find patterns for several of 

the crane parts in the WOOD Pat-
terns® insert, pages 38-39. To use 

them, photocopy the pattern, spray-

adhere the copy to your workpiece, cut 

and sand along the lines, and drill any 

holes where indicated. Remove the pat-

tern with a rag soaked in mineral spirits, 

then finish-sand the part to 220 grit.

Start with a solid chassis

1
Cut a 1×6 1⁄4×22 5⁄8" walnut blank for 

the subchassis (A). Rip a 3⁄4"-wide 

strip from each edge of the blank, label 

them so you can reorient them later, 

and set them aside. Following the Mate-

rials List on page 58 cut the chassis (B), 

deck (C), outrigger arms (D), and outrig-

ger feet (E) to size [Drawings 1 and 3]. Set 

parts B–E aside for the moment.

2 
Install a 1⁄4" dado set in your tablesaw 

to cut 5⁄8" deep. Make several passes 

over the blades to cut the 1 1⁄2"-wide 

dadoes across the subchassis (A) [Draw-

ing 2]. Raise the dado set to 3⁄4" and cut 

the two 1⁄4" dadoes inside each wider 

dado [Photo A].

3 
Cut a 1⁄8×1⁄4×12" blank for the outrig-

ger stops (F). Cut the outrigger stops 

to length [Photo B], then glue one into 

each end of the 1⁄4" dadoes in the sub-

chassis (A) [Photo C].

4  
Drill a 1" hole 1⁄2" deep in the bottom 

face of the subchassis (A), the 5⁄16" 

hole centered within it, and the five 11⁄32" 

axle holes in each edge of the subchassis 

[Drawing 2]. Note that the axle holes are 

not centered on the thickness of the 

subchassis. 

A

Use the rip fence as a stop to precisely position the 
narrow dadoes in the subchassis (A). These dadoes 
will guide the outriggers as they slide in and out.

CUT DADOES IN DADOES

A
Keep your fingers safe and get better results by 
using a fine-tooth handsaw and a bench hook to 
cut the outrigger stops (F) from a long blank.

CUT SMALL PARTS WITH A HANDSAW

B
Use a steel rule or piece of scrap to press the 
outrigger stops (F) into place. Sand them flush with 
the outside edge of the subchassis (A).

GLUE THE STOPS IN PLACE

C

SUBCHASSIS PART VIEWS2

Bench hook

F

A

F
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TOP VIEWA

201⁄8" 2¼"
¼"

13⁄8"

13⁄8"

5¾"

1½"

6"

225⁄8"

5⁄8"

4½"

5¼"

3⁄8" hole 1⁄8" deep

1" hole ½" deep with a 
5⁄16" hole centered inside

SIDE VIEWA

27⁄8"27⁄8"37⁄8" 3⁄8"

1⁄8"

1⁄8"

1⁄8" groove 1⁄8" deep

5¾"1½"

5" 2"4"

1"

5⁄8"
¼" ¼"

½"

5⁄8"

1½" dado 5⁄8" deep

 11⁄32" holes
2" deep

¼" dadoes 1⁄8" deep
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5 
Retrieve the subchassis cutoffs and 

cut a 2 1⁄2" length from the front end 

of each. Glue these back onto the sub-

chassis (A) in their original positions, 

flush with the front end. After the glue 

dries, create the grille by cutting grooves 

in the front end of the subchassis [Draw-

ing 2]. Notch the front end of the sub-

chassis [Photo D].

6 
Lay out and sand the 1⁄8" bevel on the 

bottom front face of the subchassis 

(A) [Drawing 2]. With a 3⁄8" brad-point or 

Forstner bit, drill the headlights and 

taillights [Drawings 1 and 2]. (They are 

spaced identically on each end.)

7 
Retrieve the outrigger arms (D). Drill 

the holes where shown and bandsaw 

the kerf centered on the thickness [Draw-

ing 3]. Glue a 3⁄8" length of 1⁄4" dowel into 

the stopped hole. Note: Make sure no more 
than 1⁄8" of the dowel protrudes. 

8 
Place the outrigger arms (D) in the 

dadoes in the subchassis (A), with 

the dowels in the 1⁄4" dadoes. Trap the 

outrigger arms by clamping the chassis 

(B) to the subchassis. Check that the 

outrigger arms slide in and out smoothly, 

and adjust their fit if needed. Note: You 
want a loose sliding fit, not a friction fit. 
Otherwise the arms may bind as parts 
expand with changes in humidity. Once 

you are happy with the fit, glue the 

chassis and subchassis together [Photo 

E]. After the glue dries, finish-sand the 

chassis assembly to 220 grit.

9 
Retrieve the outrigger feet (E) and 

rout 1⁄8" chamfers around their top 

edges [Drawing 3]. Drill a centered 3⁄8" 

hole and glue in a 2 1⁄4" length of maple 

dowel. Set these assemblies aside to dry.

On to the cab and engine

1 
Laminate stock for the cab (G) and 

cut it to size [Materials List]. Adhere a 

photocopy of the Cab Pattern to one 

TRAP THE OUTRIGGER ARMS

E
Go easy on the glue near the dadoes to avoid 
squeeze-out that would adhere in place the 
outrigger arms (D). Align the chassis as shown.

Check for equal measurements on both sides to 
center the deck (C) on the chassis (B). Register the 
deck against the back face of the cab (G) as well.

BOTH HANDS ON DECK

F

OUTRIGGER3

D
B

D
A

BAlign
with rear edge
of blocks.

C

A

G

Rest the subchassis (A) on a 1"-thick spacer and cut 
a 1⁄4×1 3⁄8" notch along each edge of the subchassis’ 
front end.

MAKE THE GRILLE STAND PROUD

D

A

Spacer

edge, and cut the cab to shape. Working 

from both edges, drill the hole where 

shown. Note: It isn’t necessary to drill all 
the way through the cab. Chamfer all of 

the edges except the bottom [Drawing 4]. 

2 
Glue the cab (G) to the subchassis (A)  

[Drawing 4], centered side-to-side. 

Retrieve the deck (C) and glue it to the 

chassis (B) [Photo F]. After the glue dries, 

flip the assembly (A–D/F/G) upside 

down and, using the hole in the sub-

chassis as a guide, drill a 5⁄16" hole through 

the chassis and deck [Drawing 1].

3 
Cut the engine cover (H) to size.

Bandsaw and sand the bevel [Draw-

ing 4a], rout the chamfers, and cut the 

grooves on the end for the grille. Finish-

sand the engine cover, then glue it in 

place on the deck (C) against the cab (G). 

4 
For the steps (I), prepare a 5⁄8×2 1⁄8×12" 

maple blank. Cut 1⁄4" grooves 3⁄16" 

deep spaced 1⁄4" apart [Drawing 4b]. 

Crosscut two 1"-long steps from the 

blank. Temporarily attach the wheels to 

the chassis using axle pegs. Glue the 

steps to the subchassis (A) and chassis 

(B), tight to the deck (C) and centered 

between the two rear sets of wheels.

5 
To make the boom cradle (J) [Draw-

ing 4c], cut a 1⁄2×4×2 9⁄16" blank. Then, 

cut a 2 1⁄16"-wide dado 1⁄4" from one end. 

Rip the boom cradle to size [Materials 

List] from the blank and glue it to the 

engine cover (H) [Drawing 4]. 

Take a turn at the turntable

1 
Cut the turntable (K) to size [Draw-

ing 4d] and bandsaw and sand the 

radius on the rear end. Drill the holes 

where shown. Insert a 5⁄16×3" bolt and 

washer through the hole and epoxy 

them in place.

2 
Following their respective patterns, 

cut the counterweight (L), weight  

block (M), and boom cab (N) to shape. 

3 
Glue the boom cab (N) to the front 

corner of the turntable (K) [Drawing 4]. 

Glue and clamp the counterweight (L) to 

the turntable [Photo G]. After the glue 

grabs, glue the weight block (M) to the 

counterweight, centered side-to-side and 

flush with the notch in the counterweight.

Round up the boom cylinder 

1 
From a 3⁄8×3⁄4×12" maple blank, cut 

and shape eight collars (O) following 

the Collar Pattern. Drill the 3⁄16" hole in 

each where shown. Set the collars aside. 

2 
To make the piston cylinder (P), start 

with a 5⁄8×3⁄4×8" maple blank. 

Quick Tip! Make a few additional blanks of 
the same size to help check your router-table 
and tablesaw setups before working on the 
piston-cylinder blank.

Set up a 1⁄8" core-box bit in your router 

table, raised 1⁄8" above the table. Position 

the fence to center the bit on the 5⁄8" 

thickness of the blank and rout a groove 

in opposite edges of the blank [Photo H]. 

Rip the blank in half and reglue it with 

the grooves facing each other to create a 

cylindrical opening [Photo I]. 

D

E

1⁄8" chamfer

1¼"

3⁄8" hole ¼" deep

3⁄8" dowel 2¼" long

Saw kerf
1" long

3⁄8" hole

¾"

5⁄8"

½" 

3⁄8" 

3⁄16" hole

9⁄16"

¼" hole ¼" deep

¼" dowel
3⁄8" long

5¼"

¼"

10-32
acorn nut

10-32
threaded rod

1" long
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BOOM CRADLE4c TURNTABLE4d

STEPS4b

3
After the glue dries, round over all 

four edges of the piston-cylinder 

blank [Photo J]. Cut off the square ends 

of the blank to bring the piston cylinder 

(P) to final length of 8".

4
As you did with the collars (O), fol-

low the Piston-End Pattern to shape 

two piston ends (Q). Drill the 3⁄16" hole 

where shown and the 1⁄4" hole centered 

on an end. Glue a 1⁄2" length of dowel 

into one piston end and a 6" length into 

the other [Drawing 5].

5 
Cut the boom cradle base (R) to size 

and finish-sand it. Cut two 1 5⁄8" 

lengths of 10-32 threaded rod, sandwich 

each piston end (Q) between two collars 

(O), and secure the threaded rods with 

acorn nuts [Drawing 5]. Glue the O/Q 

assembly with the 1⁄2" length of dowel to 

the boom cradle base.

6 
Following the Boom Cradle Side Pat-

tern, cut the boom cradle sides (S) to 

shape and drill the holes where shown. 

Glue them to the edges of the boom 

cradle base (R), making sure they are 

perpendicular to the base [Drawing 7].

7 
After the glue dries, glue the boom 

cradle (O/Q/R/S) to the turntable 

(K), nestled in the notch of the counter-

weight (L).

Make a big ol’ boom

1 
Cut the boom sides (T, V, X) and 

tops/bottoms (U, W, Y) to size [Mate-

rials List]. Drill and chamfer the 1" and 
3⁄4" holes in the lower and middle boom 

sides [Drawing 6], and drill the 3⁄8" holes 

in the upper boom sides. Drill a 3⁄8" hole 
1⁄8" deep on the inside face of only one 

Center the counterweight (L) on the turntable (K) 
and against the rear of the boom cab (N). Double-
check its positioning after tightening the clamps.

ASSEMBLE THE TURNTABLE

G

ROUT A CYLINDER’S INTERIOR

After routing one edge, flip the piston-cylinder 
blank end for end and keep the same face against 
the fence when routing the second edge. 

CLEAN AND ALIGN THE INTERIOR

After clamping together the piston-cylinder (P) 
halves, check the alignment and clear any squeeze-
out by running a waxed 1⁄4" dowel through the hole.

H

ROUT THE CYLINDER ROUND

JI
Leave 1⁄2" on each end of the piston-cylinder (P) 
blank unrouted to provide stable flat surfaces 
while routing the edges to create a cylinder.

K
N

L

P

1⁄4 "
dowel

P

Leave
ends square.

5⁄16"
round-over bit

¼"

2¾" wooden wheel

1⁄8" round-overs

1⁄8" round-overs
1⁄16"

chamfers

1⁄16"
chamfers

21⁄8"

2"

1"

3¼"

5¾"

15⁄8" axle peg

3⁄8" washer

K

H

A

 5⁄16" washer 

 5⁄16" washer
and nylon
lock nut 

 5⁄16 x 3" bolt

J

I

I

M

N

C

L

Location of R 5½"

1½"

½"

G

2½"

3½"

7"

R=6½"

6½"

1" hole 5⁄16" deep 
with a 3⁄8" hole 
centered inside

5"

K

END VIEW

FRONT VIEW

¼" ¼"

¾"

¼"
½"

29⁄16"

J

H
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4½"
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Give the crane 
(issue 185, 
September 
2008) a spin on 
its base, and 
raise and 
lower its 
bucket with 
a crank.

Reach out and scoop with 
the excavator (issue 194, 
November 2009).

For heavy hauling, fill the dump 
truck (issue 215, November 2012).

56

Load and spin with the skid loader 
(issue 211, May 2012).

Pour it on with the concrete truck 
(issue 224, March 2014). 

Build the whole crew!
Purchase plans and kits for these companion 
projects at woodmagazine.com/cgtoys.

lower and one middle boom side [Draw-

ing 6], then drill a 3⁄16" hole centered in 

each 3⁄8" hole. Epoxy a 10-32 nut into 

these 3⁄8" holes. 

Quick Tip! Use a toothpick or finish nail to 
dab the epoxy around the perimeter of the 3⁄8" 
hole. Make sure no epoxy gets into the 
threads of the nut or the 3/16" hole.

2
Cut the boom filler (Z) to size leav-

ing both ends square, and a spacer 

the same size as the filler. Assemble the 

BOOM ARMS (Side views)6

BOOM-CYLINDER 
ASSEMBLY

5

lower boom [Photos K, L]. Cut spacers to 

help assemble the middle and upper 

booms, but don’t glue them in place. 

Drill the 1⁄4" hole in the lower boom 

(T/U/Z) [Drawing 6].

3 
After the glue dries, check the fit of 

the three booms: X/Y within V/W, 

and V/W within T/U/Z. Each should 

slide freely without friction. Sand or 

plane surfaces as needed; then, finish-

sand the booms.

4 
Retrieve the piston assembly 

with the 6" length of dowel and 

glue it to the lower boom (T/U/Z) 

[Photo M]. Bandsaw the radii on 

the lower end of the lower boom 

and upper end of the upper 

boom (X/Y) [Drawing 6]. At the 

tablesaw, cut a 1⁄4"-deep kerf 

centered on the top end of the 

upper boom to guide the cable 

[Drawing 7]. Glue the four 

remaining collars (O) in place centered 

on the width of each boom.

5 
Position the closed end of the lower 

boom (O/T/U/Z) between the boom 

cradle sides (S) and slide the piston into 

the piston cylinder (P). Secure the lower 

boom with a 1⁄4×3" hexhead bolt and 

nylon lock nut [Drawing 7].

6 
Cut three 3⁄8" lengths of 5⁄8" dowel. In 

one, drill a 1⁄4" hole 3⁄16" deep and glue 

in a 3 3⁄8"-long dowel. Save this for the 

crank assembly later. Make knobs from 

the two remaining 5⁄8" dowels by drilling 

a 3⁄16" centered hole 1⁄4" deep in each one 

and securing a 5⁄8" length of 10-32 

threaded rod in each hole with epoxy 

[Drawing 7a]. After the epoxy cures, 

thread these knobs into the nuts epox-

ied into the lower and middle booms. 

After the crane is completed, snug the 

knobs to lock the middle and upper 

booms (O/V/W, O/X/Y) in position. 

R

2" 5¼"

½"
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10-32
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O
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Apply glue to the collars (O) and adhere them to the bottom (U) of the lower boom, 7 1⁄4" from the upper 
end, centered from side to side.

Glue and clamp the boom filler (Z) between the lower boom sides (T), flush at the edges and one end. Make sure the 10-32 nut in the lower boom side is at the 
opposite end. After the glue grabs, glue the lower boom top and bottom (U) to the sides, using the spacer to help maintain the spacing between the sides. 

K

ASSEMBLE THE LOWER BOOM

L

POSITION THE PISTON

M

Z

Top open end 
of lower boom

U

T

O

woodmagazine.com

The tractor pulls both the lowboy (left) and 
side-dump (right) trailers. (Find all three 

pieces in issue 205, July 2011.)

Put the scraper to work (issue 219, July 2013). 

Rev up the motor grader (issue 208, 
November 2011). 

Scoop and dump with the end 
loader (issue 222, November 2013). 
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The backhoe serves as the Swiss Army 
knife of the job site (issue 226, July 2014).

Crank it up

1 
Following the Crank Pattern, cut and 

sand the crank (AA) to shape. Drill 

stopped holes on opposite faces of the 

crank. Glue a 1 3⁄8" length of dowel into 

one of the holes [Drawing 7]. 

2
To assemble the crank mechanism, 

retrieve the knob made in Step 6 

above and insert it through a boom cra-

dle side (S) [Drawing 7]. Slide on a 3⁄8×.78" 

compresson spring, a 1 1⁄8×7⁄8" wood 

spool, and a second spring before pass-

ing the dowel through the opposite 

boom cradle side. Glue the crank (AA) to 

the end of the dowel.

Quick Tip! If the spool spins on the dowel, 
secure it with a small screw or brad. 

3 
Spray-adhere the Block Pattern to a 
1⁄2"-thick walnut blank, cut it to 

shape, and drill holes centered in the 

ends where shown. Screw a #212 screw 

eye in the top [Drawing 7]. Grind off the 

point from an 8d finish nail and bend 

the nail into a J to create the hook. 

Epoxy it in the bottom of the block (BB).

4 
Remove all of the hardware except 

that which is epoxied in place, 

remove the booms from within each 

other, finish-sand any areas needing it, 

and apply a finish to all wood parts, 

T
U

T

Spacer

10-32 nut

U

including the wheels. (We sprayed on 

three coats of aerosol satin lacquer.) 

Note: Tape the ends of the axle pegs to pre-
serve a clean glue surface. Extend and 

retract the outrigger arms (D) and the 

piston after each coat so the parts don’t 

get stuck.

5 
Reassemble the crane, using a dab of 

blue thread locker on each acorn 

nut. Secure the dowels of the outrigger 

feet (E) assemblies in the outrigger arms 

(D) with threaded rod and acorn nuts 

[Drawing 3]. Place a 11⁄2" nylon washer 

between the turntable (K) and deck (C) 

and secure the turntable assembly with 

a washer and lock nut [Drawing 4]. Twist 

the lock nut just enough to steady the 

turntable, yet allow it to rotate freely.

6 
Tie the end of a 12'-long string 

around the spool, and feed the free 

Move earth with the bulldozer 
(issue 199, September 2010).
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Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Part

Truck

T W L Matl. Qty.

A* subchassis 1" 6" 22 5⁄8" W 1

B chassis 1" 4 1⁄2" 20" W 1

C deck 3⁄8" 6" 20 1⁄8" M 1

D outrigger arms 3⁄4" 5⁄8" 5 1⁄4" M 4

E outrigger feet 3⁄8" 1 1⁄4" 1 1⁄4" W 4

F* outrigger stops 1⁄8" 1⁄4" 3⁄8" W 8

G cab 2 1⁄8" 5 3⁄4" 3 1⁄4" LW 1

H engine cover 1 1⁄2" 5 1⁄2" 4 1⁄2" W 1

I* steps 5⁄8" 2 1⁄8" 1" M 2

J* boom cradle 1⁄2" 3⁄4" 2 9⁄16" M 1

Crane turntable

K turntable 3⁄4" 5" 7" W 1

L counterweight 1 1⁄2" 5 3⁄4" 6" M 1

M weight block 1⁄2" 2 1⁄2" 5" W 1

N boom cab 2" 2 1⁄2" 3" LW 1

Boom

O* collars 3⁄8" 3⁄4" 3⁄4" M 8

P* piston cylinder                                                 5⁄8"   diam. 8" M 1

Q piston ends 1⁄2" 1⁄2" 3⁄4" M 2

R boom cradle base 1⁄4" 2" 5 1⁄4" M 1

S boom cradle sides 3⁄8" 2 1⁄2" 5 1⁄4" W 2

T lower boom sides 1⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 18" M 2

U
lower boom top/
bottom

1⁄4" 2" 18" M 2

V
middle boom 
sides

1⁄4" 1" 17" M 2

W
middle boom top/
bottom

1⁄4" 1 1⁄2" 17" M 2

X upper boom sides 1⁄4" 1⁄2" 18" M 2

Y
upper boom top/
bottom

1⁄4" 1" 18" M 2

Z boom filler 1 1⁄2"  1 1⁄2" 2" M 1

AA crank 3⁄8" 1⁄2" 1 1⁄2" M 1

BB block 1⁄2" 1" 1 3⁄4" W 1

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: M–maple, W–walnut, LW–laminated 
walnut.
Supplies: Spray adhesive, epoxy, 1⁄4" dowel 16" long, 
3⁄8" maple dowel 12" long, 5⁄8" maple dowel 6" long, blue 
thread locker.
Blade and bits: Dado blade; 1⁄8", 5⁄16" round-over, 45° 
chamfer, 1⁄8" core-box router bits; 1⁄8", 3⁄16", 1⁄4", 5⁄16", 11⁄32", 3⁄8", 
3⁄4", 1" drill bits.

Source
Kit: The kit contains the wheels, axle pegs, string, spool, 
hardware, and dowels (no lumber) needed to build one 
crane. $29.95+shipping. Kit no. RS-01045, 888-636-4478, 
woodmagazine.com/truckcrane.

rials. Insert each axle peg through a 

wheel and 3⁄8" washer, then apply a dab 

of glue before pressing them into the 

holes in the subchassis.

KNOB DETAIL7a

7 
After the glue dries, grab your hard 

hat, plant those outriggers, and 

extend the boom. There’s heavy lifting 

ahead. 
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X Find a full collection of children’s toys 
at woodmagazine.com/toys.

3⁄16" hole
¼" deep

5⁄8" dowel
3⁄8" long

10-32 threaded rod
5⁄8" long

BOOM7

end through each of the collars (O) and 

the kerf in the end of the upper boom 

(O/X/Y). Tie the string to the screw eye 

in the block (BB) and wind the slack 

onto the spool. Drive a 

#212 screw eye into 

the lowest groove of 

the grille at the front 

of the subchassis 

(A), centered on its 

width. Secure the 

boom hook here 

when it’s not 

hoisting mate-

Produced by Craig Ruegsegger with Kevin Boyle
Project design: Kevin Boyle
Illustrations: Lorna Johnson
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Start with the sides

1
Cut the sides (A) to size [Materials 

List]. Using a 1⁄4" dado blade in your 

tablesaw, cut two grooves on the inside 

face [Drawing 1]. Without adjusting the 

blade, reposition the tablesaw’s fence to 

cut the centered 1 1⁄4" groove on the 

opposite face [Photo A]. After making  

the two outside grooves, clear the waste 

between them by incrementally moving 

the fence over. Then, clean up the 

groove [Photo B]. 

2
Rout 1⁄8" round-overs on the sides (A) 

where shown [Drawing 1]. For the 

inside edges of the centered groove, use 

sandpaper to make the round-overs, as 

the groove is too shallow to accommo-

date most router bits. 

Wall 
Clock

A PERFECTLY CENTERED GROOVE

When cutting the wide groove in the sides (A), set 
the fence 7⁄8" from the blade, make a cut, flip the 
piece around, and make the second cut.

A

SMOOTH THE GROOVE

B
To clean up any saw marks in the wide grooves, 
apply self-adhesive sandpaper to a sanding block 
and make a few passes.

3 
To cut the square holes for the plugs 

(O) [Drawing 1], use a 1⁄4" square hole 

punch [Sources] or a mortiser. If you’re 

using the punch, first drill a 13⁄64" hole 1⁄4" 

deep using a brad-point bit. Remove the 

bit from the drill and return it to the 

hole. Then, slide the punch over the bit, 

aligning the edges with the sides (A). 

Remove the bit and drive the punch 1⁄4" 

deep with a mallet [Photo C]. 

Quick Tip! To prevent cutting too deeply, 
mark the exact depth on the punch using a 
permanent marker.

BACK UP YOUR PUNCH

C
To avoid damaging the sides (A) when using the 
square punch, insert scrap into and under the 
grooves for added support. 

A

O¼"

¾"

¼"

¼"
¼"

¼"

7⁄8"

¼"-deep groove

¼" grooves 
¼" deep

1⁄8" round-overs

¼"-square hole
¼" deep

1⁄8" round-overs

7½"

3"

SIDE1

Greene & Greene

Constructed of 
gorgeous mahogany 
and featuring 
tasteful faux ebony 
accents, this clock 
will look right at 
home on any wall.

Overall dimensions: 12 1⁄4" W ×  5 " D × 13 3⁄4" H

A

A

A



33⁄16"

Pendulum

Movement

B

B D

D

D

I

C

C

A

F

O

5¾"

4½"

63⁄8"

3⁄8" rabbets 
1⁄8" deep

# 6 x 1" F.H. screw
1⁄8" round-over

1⁄8" round-overs

1" hole

1⁄8 x 63⁄8 x 65⁄8"
glass

E

G
63⁄8"

F

E

H

D

2"
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Now, fashion the frame

1
From 1⁄2" stock, cut the bottom rails 

(B) and top rails (C) to size. Cut the 
1⁄4" rabbets in the ends [Drawing 2]. Spray-

adhere a copy of the Bottom Rail Pattern 

from the WOOD Patterns® insert to each 

bottom rail. Cut and sand them to 

shape, and then remove the pattern. Cut 

a 1⁄8" groove 1⁄4" deep in one of the bot-

tom rails and a 3⁄8"-deep groove in one of 

the top rails [Drawing 2]. Mark these two 

pieces for the back frame. Rout 1⁄8" 

round-overs on the lower edge of the 

back bottom rail [Drawing 2] and where 

shown on the front top and bottom rails 

[Drawing 3].

2
From 1⁄4" stock, cut the stiles (D) to 

size, and the fillers (E) 1⁄2" overlong. 

Place a top rail (C) into a side’s (A) 1⁄4" 

groove, flush with the top, followed by a 

stile below the top rail, a bottom rail (B), 

and a filler [Photo D]. Trim the filler 

flush with the side’s end. Repeat for the 

other side and the remaining frame. 

When you’re satisfied with the fit of   

the parts, glue one end of each rail, the 

stiles, and the fillers in place on one 

side’s grooves. After the glue dries, apply 

glue to the rabbets on the exposed ends 

of the rails, the remaining stiles, and the 

fillers, and insert them into the grooves 

on the opposite side.

C

E

B

D

D

67⁄8"

¼"

1⁄8" round-overs

1⁄8" groove 
¼" deep

1⁄8" groove 
3⁄8" deep 

¼" rabbet ¼" deep
on outside face

¾"

BACK FRAME

E

FRAME ASSEMBLIES 
(VIEWED FROM BACK)

2

DO A DRY FIT, FIRST

D
Ensure a perfect assembly by checking, without 
glue, the fit of the  bottom rail (B), top rail (C), stile 
(D), and filler (E) in the side (A) .  

Use a pair of one-handed bar clamps to secure each 
glass stop (F) snugly atop the glass, flush with the 
case’s top edge. 

LOCK IN THE GLASS

E

3
Cut the glass stops (F) to size. With 

the case facedown on your bench, 

place the glass on the back face of the 

front frame assembly (B–D). Glue           

the glass stops in place [Photo E] and 

remove the glass.

4
Cut the bottom (G) and face cleats 

(H) to size [Drawings 3 and 3a]. Set 

them aside for later. Then, cut the back 

(I) to size. Cut 3⁄8" rabbets 1⁄8" deep in the 

ends of the back, and drill a 1" access 

hole where shown. Sand the back using 

220-grit sandpaper.

EXPLODED VIEW3

FACE CLEAT3a

½"

½"
H

C

B

A

D

C

B

5½"

11⁄16"

½"

¼"

¼"

½"

½"

¼" rabbets ¼" deep
on outside face

FRONT FRAME

D

E

E

D

F

C

B
Glass 
rests on 
the front 
frame.
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43⁄8"

4¼"

3¼"

2"

1"

12¼"

5⁄8"

¼"

1⁄8" round-over

1⁄8" round-overs

#8 x ½" F.H. screw

7⁄64" pilot hole,
countersunk

#8 x 1½"
F.H. screw

4¼"

N

N
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Next, build the bracket

1
Cut the top (J) to size and rout 1⁄8" 

round-overs where shown [Drawing 

4]. Sand the top to 220 grit, and then 

place it facedown on your bench. Apply 

glue to the top edge of the case assembly 

(A–F) and center it on the top [Photo F]. 

2
Cut a 3⁄4×3 1⁄4×8" blank for the hang-

ing bracket (K). Using a dado blade 

raised to 5⁄16", cut a 3⁄4"-wide, centered 

groove the length of the blank. Then, 

mount a 14° dovetail bit in your router 

table and raise it to 5⁄16". Use it to turn the 

straight groove into a dovetail [Photo G].  

Leave the bit at the same height for the 

next operation. Cut the blank to final 

length and rout 1⁄8" round-overs where 

shown [Drawing 4].

3
From 5⁄16" stock, cut a 1 1⁄4×8" blank 

for the dovetail key (L). At the router 

table, bevel the key’s edges until it fits 

inside the hanging bracket’s (K) dovetail 

groove [Photo H]. Cut the key to final 

length; then, center and screw the key to 

the top face of the top (J), with 5⁄8" of the 

dovetail key overhanging the back edge 

[Drawing 4].

4
Cut the wall mount (M) to size. Lay 

out, bandsaw, and sand the arcs in 

the four corners [Drawing 5]. Rout 1⁄8" 

round-overs where indicated. Using the 

same technique as before, cut the four 

square holes where shown. Mount a 

keyhole slot bit in your router table, posi-

tion its fence 2 1⁄2" from the center of the 

bit, and rout a 1 1⁄4"-long slot in the       

wall mount’s back face, starting 3" from 

the mount’s top edge.

Capture glue squeeze-out for easy cleanup by 
outlining the location of the clock’s case assembly 
(A–F) with painter’s tape. 

PAINTER’S TAPE SAVES YOUR WOOD

F

TURN A GROOVE INTO A DOVETAIL

G
Take light cuts in each side of the hanging bracket’s 
(K) groove. Move the fence back between passes, 
sneaking up on the final width.

KK

3¼"

5⁄16"

FINAL ASSEMBLY4

HANGING BRACKET4a DOVETAIL KEY4b

LL

1¼"

5⁄16"

J

K
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X Designers John and Mark Schlabaugh 
maintain a family tradition of fine wood-
working with pieces selling in prestigious 
galleries nationwide. Learn more at 
woodmagazine.com/schlabaugh.

Materials List
FINISHED SIZE

Part T W L Matl. Qty.

A sides 3⁄4" 3" 7 1⁄2" M 2

B bottom rails 1⁄2" 1" 6 7⁄8" M 2

C top rails 1⁄2" 3⁄4" 6 7⁄8" M 2

D stiles 1⁄4" 11⁄16" 5 1⁄2" M 4

E* fillers 1⁄4" 1⁄4" 1⁄2" M 4

F glass stops 1⁄4" 3⁄4" 6 5⁄8" M 2

G bottom 1⁄4" 1" 6 3⁄8" M 1

H face cleats 1⁄2" 1⁄2" 4 1⁄2" M 2

I back 1⁄4" 6 3⁄8" 5 3⁄4" M 1

J top 1⁄2" 43⁄8" 12 1⁄4" M 1

K* hanging bracket 3⁄4" 31⁄4" 4 1⁄4" M 1

L* dovetail key 5⁄16" 11⁄4" 4 1⁄4" M 1

M wall mount 3⁄4" 5" 13 3⁄4" M 1

N* side accents 1⁄4" 3⁄8" 4" M 4

O* plugs 3⁄8" 3⁄8" 3⁄8" M 8

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.
Material key: M–mahogany. 
Supplies: #6×1 " flathead screws (4), #8×1⁄2" flathead 
screws (2), #8×11⁄2" flathead screws (2), 1⁄8×6 3⁄8×6 5⁄8" glass.
Blade and bits: Dado set; 13⁄64" brad-point bit, 1" Forstner 
bit; 1⁄8" round-over, 14° dovetail, keyhole slot router bits.

Sources:
1⁄4" square hole punch, $29.50, 50K59.04, Lee Valley, 
800-871-8158, leevalley.com.
Clock movement and face, RS-01044
woodmagazine.com/greeneclockkit.

Add the final touches

1
Sand all the parts to 220 grit. Cut 

two 1⁄4×3⁄8×12" blanks for the side 

accents (N). Apply the Side Accent Pat-

terns to the edge of each blank; then, cut 

and sand the accents to shape. Ease the 

edges with sandpaper.     

Quick Tip! Use a black permanent marker 
to darken the accents’ exposed faces. It’s  
easier to apply than a dark stain and gives an 
ebony-like appearance without obscuring 
the wood’s grain.

Glue the side accents to the sides (A) 

[Drawing 4]. 

2
Cut a 3⁄8×3⁄8×12" blank for the plugs 

(O). With a 1⁄4" dado blade in your 

tablesaw set to a depth of 1⁄16", cut a 1⁄4"-

long test tenon on one end by making a 

pass on each face. Check the fit of the 

tenon in one of the plug holes. If it fits, 

cut the test tenon off, then round the 

end of the blank on sandpaper [Photo I, 

Drawing 6]. Cut the cheeks of the tenon 

[Photo J], then handsaw the plug from 

the blank. Repeat to make eight plugs. 

Color the top of each plug with a perma-

nent marker before gluing them in place.

ROUT THE DOVETAIL KEY

Adjust the router-table fence so just enough of the 
bit is revealed to angle the dovetail key’s (L) edges. 
Check its fit in the hanging bracket (K) groove.

H

2½"

M

13¾"

1"

5"

1"

R=1"

1¼"

¼"¼"

1¼"
3" 23⁄8"

1⁄8" round-over

¼"-square 
hole

¼" deep

5⁄32" hole, 
countersunk 
on back face

Keyhole
slot 

O¼"

¼"

3⁄8"

3⁄8"

WALL MOUNT5

PLUG DETAIL6

CREATE A CROWN

Slightly round the end of the plug (O) blank on 
120-grit sandpaper. Sand all four faces to create an 
even crown.

Attach a stopblock to a miter-gauge extension 1⁄8" 
from the blade. Cut cheeks on each face of the plug 
(O) blank.

CUT THE PLUG CHEEKS

I

J

3
Tape off the back face of the front 

bottom rail (B) where the bottom (G) 

will be glued. Apply a finish. We applied 

three coats of clear matte-finish spray 

shellac, sanding between coats with 

320-grit sandpaper. Slide the glass in 

front of the glass stops (F). Install the 

clock movement and hands on the clock 

face, and then place this assembly into 

the clock’s case. Secure the clock face 

with the face cleats (H), mounted using 

#6×1" screws (without glue, so you can 

access the movement and glass if neces-

sary). Glue the bottom into place. Mount 

the clock on the wall, sit back, and enjoy 

your craftsmanship! 

Produced by Nate Granzow with Kevin Boyle

Project design: John and Mark Schlabaugh

Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine and Lorna Johnson
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 $7999  $15999  $899 REG. 
PRICE 

$169 .99 

REG. 
PRICE 

$249 .99 

REG. 
PRICE 

$21 .99 

LOT NO.  68049/62326
60688/61253/61282 

29'' Long

2-3/4'' High
LOW PROFILE

• Weighs 77 lbs.

 RAPID PUMP® 3 TON 
LOW PROFILE 
HEAVY DUTY STEEL 
FLOOR JACK 

Item 61253 
shown

20"

SAVE 
$90

SAVE 
$160

SAVE 
40%

SAVE 
$45

SAVE 
$90

SAVE 
59%

$9999
REG. 

PRICE 
$279.99

SAVE
$180

  

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

Item  95659 shown

LOT NO. 95659
61634/61952

Truckin’ Magazine
WINNER

• 580 lb. Capacity
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 2 HP INDUSTRIAL 
5 MICRON 

DUST COLLECTOR 

ORBITAL HAND SANDER

LOT NO. 
97869/61790

LOT NO. 61311/40070/61509
Item 

 97869  
shown Item 

40070   
shown• 70 Gallon Capacity

 $13999  $1499 
REG. PRICE $299 .99 REG. PRICE $24 .99 

LOT NO.  69684
61776 /61969/61970

LOT NO. 66581
12" SLIDING COMPOUND 

DOUBLE-BEVEL MITER SAW 
WITH LASER GUIDE

50" CLAMP AND 
CUT EDGE GUIDE

Item 69684 shown

SUPER 

COUPON!

Item 60238 
shown

8",  5 SPEED 
BENCH MOUNT

 DRILL PRESS 

 $5499 
REG. PRICE $99 .99 

LOT NO.   
  60238/62390
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$3999

  REG. PRICE 
$79. 99 

SAVE
50%

 3 GALLON, 100 PSI 

OILLESS PANCAKE 

AIR COMPRESSOR 
LOT NO.  95275 /60637

69486/61615

Item
 95275
 shown

3-1/2" SUPER BRIGHT

NINE LED 

ALUMINUM

FLASHLIGHT
ITEM 65020

69052/69111

VALUE
 $699 

Item 65020 shown

1" x 25 FT. 

TAPE 

MEASURE

ITEM 69080
69030/69031

VALUE
 $699 

Item 69080 
shown

 6 PIECE 

SCREWDRIVER 

SET 
ITEM 47770/61313

VALUE
 $499 

Item 47770 shown

WHY A FREE GIFT?  

Because once you see 
our GREAT QUALITY and 

RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES, 
you'll never buy tools 

anywhere else! 
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If You Buy Tools Anywhere Else, 
You're Throwing Your Money Away

SUPER
 

COUPON!

SAVE 
40%

 1500 WATT DUAL 
TEMPERATURE 

HEAT GUN 
(572°/1112°) 

 $899 
REG. 

PRICE 
$29 .99 

SAVE 
70%

Item 96289 
shown

LOT NO. 
96289/62340

SAVE 
45%

HEAVY DUTY RETRACTABLE 
AIR HOSE REEL WITH

3/8" x 25 FT. HOSE
LOT NO.  69234/46104/69266 

 $4399 REG. 
PRICE 

$79 .99 

Item 
69234 
shown

SUPER
 

COUPON
!
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Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SAVE
$130

 
$21999

12" x 33-3/8" WOOD LATHE 

WITH REVERSIBLE HEAD

LOT NO. 
34706

 60" WORKBENCH  WITH 
FOUR DRAWERS

HIGH VOLUME, LOW PRESSURE
 SPRAY GUN KIT

DOVETAIL MACHINE

 $13999 
REG. PRICE $249 .99 

LOT NO.   
93454  
69054

LOT NO.   
44677  

Item 93454 
shown

SAVE 
$110

SAVE 
$40

 $5999 

 $9999 

 $2499 

REG. 
PRICE 

$99 .99 

REG. 
PRICE 

$149 .99 

REG. PRICE 
$34 .99 

Item 97181 
shown

4" x 36" BELT/
6" DISC SANDER  

LOT NO. 
97181/93981

LARGE
LOT NO.  68497/61360 

MEDIUM
LOT NO.  68496 /61363

X-LARGE
LOT NO. 

 68498 /61359

POWDER-FREE NITRILE GLOVES 
PACK OF 100

 $649 
YOUR CHOICE!

REG. PRICE 
$10.99

Item 
68498 
shown

• 5 mil. 
thickness

SAVE 
40%

SAVE 
$50

SAVE 
28%

SAVE 
60%

SUPER
 

COUPON
!

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last.

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

  
$4999 SAVE

$80

2500 LB. 

ELECTRIC WINCH WITH 

WIRELESS REMOTE 
CONTROL

Item 61258 
shown LOT NO.  68146

61258 /61297/61840  $999 REG. 
PRICE 

$24 .99 

LOT NO. 5889/61637/62281

LOT NO. 34102

 29 PIECE TITANIUM 
NITRIDE COATED

HIGH SPEED STEEL
DRILL BIT SET 

Item 61637 shown

LOT NO. 47257/61585/61230/62387

 6" DIGITAL CALIPER 

REG. PRICE 
$29 .99 

 $999 

Includes two 1.5V SR44 
button cell batteries.

Item 47257 
shown

SAVE 
66%

SUPER
 

COUPON
!

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last.

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

  
$8999SAVE

$60
Item 

69257
shown

14" OSCILLATING 

SPINDLE SANDER

LOT NO. 

69257/95088
62146

REG. 
PRICE 

$59 .99  $3599 

Item 
69340 
shown

Item 
68019 
shown

Item 
69805 
shown

 MIG-FLUX 
WELDING CART 

LOT NO.  69340/60790 
90305/61316

LOT NO. 
 68019/61661 

Welder and accessories 
sold separately.

• 100 lb. 
Capacity

4000 PEAK/
3200 RUNNING WATTS

6.5 HP (212 CC) 
GAS GENERATORS

18 GAUGE 2-IN-1 NAILER/STAPLER UNIVERSAL TOOL STAND

REG. PRICE $499.99

REG. PRICE $39.99

REG. PRICE $35.99

LOT NO.  69675/69728
CALIFORNIA ONLY 

 $29999 

 $2499 
 $1599 

LOT NO.   69676/69729

• 70 dB 
Noise 
Level

Item  69729 shown 

SUPER

   QUIET

SAVE 
$200

SAVE 
55%

SAVE 
37%

SAVE 
50%

 MECHANIC'S 
SHOP TOWELS

PACK OF 50 
 LOT NO. 46163

61878 /69649
61837

 LOT NO. 
69805/46075 

 $999 
REG. PRICE $19 .99 

Item 46163
shown

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last.

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/7/15. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

  
$14999

 45 WATT SOLAR 
PANEL KIT 

SAVE
$130

Item 
68751
shown

LOT NO. 68751/62443
SUPER

 

COUPON
!

• 500 lb. Capacity
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Ask WOOD
Answers to your questions from 

letters, e-mails, and WOOD Online®

Have a woodworking question?
E-mail it to us at askwood@woodmagazine.com. For faster feedback from 

your fellow woodworkers, search for or post your question on one of our 

topical woodworking forums at woodmagazine.com/askwood. Or snail-mail 

questions to Ask WOOD, 1716 Locust St, LS-221, Des Moines, IA 50309-3023.
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Get the glue out—sometimes

continued on page 68

— Tim Kirkpatrick, Mason, Tenn.

staining lingers, try soaking the fabric 

in a 50-50 mix of vinegar and water, 

then launder as usual. 

On the other hand, water-resistant 

and waterproof glues, such as Titebond 

II, Titebond III, and polyurethane glues, 

will likely not wash out once dry, so 

rinse these glues out of fabric or carpet 

before the adhesive dries. If it dries 

before you get to it, attack it with a hot 

steam iron and stiff-bristle brush.

Four of the eight glues—all water-resistant or waterproof varieties—did not come out during a normal 
washing-machine cycle. 

We smeared eight commonly used woodworking glues onto cotton-duck work pants and let them dry 
before laundering.

Situate, then activate, 
your random-orbit sander

—Robert Mobley, Van Nuys, Calif.

Here’s why: A random-orbit sander’s 

pad begins spinning when you engage 

the motor, but it doesn’t oscillate in 

small orbits until you apply downforce. 

(The weight of the sander and your 

hand resting on it provide sufficient 

force—don’t push down.) But if the disc 

is already spinning at full speed when 

the abrasive contacts the wood and 

begins its oscillating action, the sander 

can abruptly grab, skip, or jump, 

especially with 120-grit or coarser 

sanding discs, scratching or gouging 

the workpiece. That then requires more 

extensive sanding or scraping to 

remove. Starting the sander on the 

workpiece keeps the spin under control.

Stopping the sander while it’s in 

contact with the wood would be like 

slamming on a car’s brakes on pave-

ment, except in this case the skid marks 

would be pigtail sanding swirls on your 

workpiece.



www.quickscrews.com

Free Freight on 
Orders Over $100



mailto:sales@epiloglaser.com
http://epiloglaser.com/bhg
http://wwwdmtsharp.com


 Experienced woodworkers know 
that Forrest blades are ideal for 
remodeling high-end kitchens 
and baths.

Forrest blades deliver smooth, 
quiet cuts without splintering, 
scratching, or tearouts. Our 
proprietary manufacturing process, 
hand straightening, and unique 
grade of C-4 micrograin carbide are 
perfect for cabinets, countertops, 
and fl ooring.  In fact, independent 
tests rate us #1 for rip cuts and 
crosscuts. 

“Your blades are without question 
the best by miles, and I have tried 
them all.”   
Bob Jensen, Fridley, MN

Forrest Quality Shows
Duraline Hi-AT—Great for cutting 
two-sided veneers and low 
pressure laminates.

Woodworker II—Best rated, all- 
purpose blade for rips and crosscuts.

Order from any Forrest dealer 
or retailer, online, or by calling 
directly.  Our blades are 
manufactured in the U.S.A. 
and backed by our 30-day, 
money-back guarantee.

www.ForrestBlades.com
1-800-733-7111 
(In NJ, call 973-473-5236)

 Woodworker II
Fine Woodworking

Chop Master
Woodshop News

Duraline Hi-AT
Woodshop News

Dado King
WOOD Magazine
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Quarter Sawn Sapele Lumber

100%
Satisfaction
Guarantee

Every Order

www.WoodSpecial.com
Or call us toll free 800-423-2450

Visit our website for easy online ordering, more wood pictures and weekly woodworking tips

A beautiful wood for
your next project

Raw sapele,
no finish

Wipe-on
gel polyurethane

Red merlot
oil stain

Danish oil with
lacquer top coat

⎭ Thousands of sizes available
⎭ Large, clear boards
⎭ No minimum order
⎭ Hand selected & shipped to you

Sapele is a low-priced
wood you’ll enjoy for its
wonderful ribbon stripe
figure, large & clear
boards, and versatility
as a furniture wood
that takes a great
finish.

See our website for more!

http://www.ForrestBlades.com
http://www.WoodSpecial.com
http://www.oneida-air.com


Shop-Proven Products
These woodworking wares passed our shop trials.

We test hundreds of tools and accessories, but only those that earn 
at least three stars for performance make the final cut and appear in 
this section. The products shown here, and those that don’t make 
the cut, are also reviewed at toolreviews.woodmagazine.com. 
Prices shown are current at the time of article production and do 
not include shipping, where applicable.
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Automated dust-collection system (GG1002A) 
Performance ★★★★★ 

Price Starter system with 3 gates    $599

GrnGate

408-872-0504; grngate.com

Because I make my living through 

woodworking, I appreciate the time- 

and-effort savings the automated 

dust-collection system from GrnGate 

brings to my shop. It automatically 

turns my dust collector on and off 

whenever I operate the machines 

hooked into the system. Although it 

has high-tech innards, you don’t have 

to be a tech geek to install or operate it. 

Here’s how it works:

First, connect the central control unit 

between the dust-collector plug and its 

electrical outlet, below. Next, add one of 

the provided automated 4" blast gates to 

each duct leading to a machine, and 

connect each gate to the control unit 

with the included cables. Clip a sensor 

around each machine’s power cord, 

below right—no splicing or electrical 

work needed—and connect its cable to 

the corresponding blast gate. That’s it. 

When you turn on a woodworking 

machine, the sensor detects the 

electrical current passing through the 

cord, opens the gear-driven blast gate, 

and activates the dust collector. I 

hooked this system up to my tablesaw, 

planer, and jointer, and it’s worked 

perfectly from the get-go.

You can buy a GrnGate system for 

110- or 220-volt (up to 3 hp) dust 

collectors. The starter kit outfits three 

machines; you can buy two extra blast 

gates, sensors, and required 

cables for $195.

—Tested by Matt Seiler

Automate your dust-collector network with a “green” thumb

Sensor

Central control unit

Blast gate

http://toolreviews.woodmagazine.com
http://grngate.com


Utility knife (48-22-1910)                                          
Performance       ★★★★★ 

Price                             $12

Milwaukee

800-729-3878 

milwaukeetool.com

Tool-free blade changes 
make this a top utility knife
I use a utility knife frequently for 

everything from opening boxes of 

new tools to test, to marking 

dovetails and mortises, to various 

DIY wiring, plumbing, and other 

repair jobs around the house. And 

Milwaukee’s 48-22-1910 side-slide 

knife is my favorite. The blade 

extends and retracts easily with a 

quick flick of the thumb, and you’re 

less likely to accidentally retract it 

during use the way you can with 

top-slide knives.

The knife uses standard utility-

knife blades, and has tool-free blade 

changes: Simply extend the blade, 

hold in the release button, and 

either flip the blade end for end or 

replace with a new one. You can also 

store up to five blades in the handle. 

Another nice feature: You can strip 

electrical wire up to 10-gauge in the 

slot near the front.

—Tested by Bob Hunter, Tools Editor

Blade
release

Wire
stripper

Blade 
storage

71

continued on page 72

by Leigh
Router Table Dovetail Jig
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leighjigs.com 800-663-8932The new Leigh RTJ40äÊpÊ+Õ�V�ÊUÊ>ÃÞÊUÊ*ÀiV�Ãi

��Choose from more than 65 courses for all skill levels taught by the best woodworkers in the world!

�Your $545 tuition includes midday meals and a “swag bag” overfl owing with more than $250 of woodworking goodies!

��NEW FOR 2015: Product demos by leading manufacturers, Thursday night reception, offi  cial event hotel, 

 and optional tours for your spouse!

Learn more and register today at 
woodmagazine.com/weekendwithwood

or call 888-636-4478

May 14–17 • 2015
at  the WOOD® magazine shops in Des Moines, Iowa

LIMITED SEATING!
REGISTER
TODAY!

R

071-071 WWW.3rd.indd   1 9/5/14   1:49 PM

http://milwaukeetool.com
http://leighjigs.com
http://woodmagazine.com/weekendwithwood
http://woodmagazine.com


RULES FOR $5,000 WORKSHOP WISH LIST SWEEPSTAKES 

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.  A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING.  LEGAL RESIDENTS OF THE 50 UNITED STATES (D.C.) 18 YEARS AND 
OLDER.  VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. Sweepstakes ends 12/20/14. For Offi  cial Rules, prize descriptions and odds disclosure, visit www.Woodmagazine.com/wishlist.  

Sponsor: Meredith Corporation, 1716 Locust St., Des Moines, Iowa 50309.

WOOD® A DV E R T I S E R  I N D E X

For more information about these advertisers, 
visit woodmagazine.com/adindex

$5,000 WORKSHOP WISH LIST SWEEPSTAKES: Win 
$5,000 to get yourself the woodworking gifts you 
really want this holiday! p.24

AMERICAN FURNITURE DESIGN CO.: 150 of America’s 
best furniture plans, comprehensive instruction 
guide. Catalog. p.73-75

AZTEC STEEL CORP.: Quality pre-engineered arch-style 
steel buildings at the lowest cost anywhere. p.73-75

THE BEALL TOOL COMPANY: Inventive solutions for shop 
problems: wood threading, buffing & more. p.73-75

BEREA HARDWOODS: Quality pen kits and other 
turning kits. p.19

BIG GATOR TOOLS: High quality portable drill and tap 
guides. Standard and metric sizes available. 100% 
made in USA. p.73-75

BYEGONE WORKSHOPS: p.73-75

COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS: p.73-75

CRAFTSY: Get started with cabinetry! Enjoy HD video 
lessons and expert instruction in this FREE mini-class, 
brought to you in partnership with WOOD magazine! p.9

DELTA POWER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION: Precision 
woodworking machinery backed by 95 years of 
quality, dependability, and reliability. Inside back cover

DMT DIAMOND MACHINING TECHNOLOGY: For sharp 
edges—rely on USA-made DMT®diamond 
sharpeners. p.68

EAGLE AMERICA: Largest selection of professional 
quality, American-made router bits + 100’s of unique 
woodworking accessories. p.22

EARLEX: Earlex delivers innovative and 
technologically- advanced decorating power tools 
that provide you with professional results. p.7

EHEAT, INC.: p.23

EPILOG: Wood engraving and cutting systems — Low 
price, high-quality laser systems. p.68

FORREST MFG. CO., INC.: Top quality blades and dados 
for an ultra smooth finish. p.69

FREUD USA: Back cover

GEL PRO: Let’s Gel. p.73-75

GRIZZLY INDUSTRIAL, INC.: Providing quality 
woodworking and metalworking machines and tools 
to American workshops and businesses since 1983. 
Inside front cover

GRNGATE, INC.: Automatic dust-collection systems. Let 
your tools control the the dust-collection system. p.22

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS: p.64-65

HUT PRODUCTS: Woods, acrylics, and supplies for pen- 
and game-call turning. p.67

KLOCKIT: The leading supplier of clock-making 
supplies for more than 35 years. p.73-75

KREG: Makers of Kreg Jigs, routing systems, machine 
accessories, cutting and measuring tools, clamps, and 
more! p.24

LAGUNA TOOLS: Fine woodworking machines. Award-
winning bandsaws, European quality machines with 
more than 25 years of experience. p.26

LEIGH INDUSTRIES: The world’s best dovetail and 
mortise-and-tenon joinery jigs. p.71

LIGNOMAT USA, LTD.: Affordable, reliable, pin and 
pinlessmoisturemetersforwood.Freecatalog. p.73-75

MLCS WOODWORKING: Best quality, huge selection, 
low prices, superior service. Free shipping! p.11

NORWOOD SAWMILLS: Portable sawmills, edgers, ATV 
skidders, hydraulic tractor-mounted skidding 
winches and wood splitters. p.73-75

OLD MASTERS CRAFTSMAN-QUALITY STAINS AND 
FINISHES: Quality stains and finishes to protect and 
enhance wood’s beauty and richness. p.19

ONEIDA AIR SYSTEMS, INC.: Free informative catalog 
contains dust collection systems and complete 
ductwork. pp.25,69

OSBORNE WOOD PRODUCTS, INC.: A free catalog of 
table legs, corbels, and island legs. p.67

PACKARD WOODWORKS: Free Catalog for 
WOODTURNERS! — Quality lathes, tools and 
supplies. p.73-75

PENN STATE INDUSTRIES: Create stunning, easy-to- 
make pens. Get everything you need to start. pp.13,15

PHASE-A-MATIC, INC.: Convert 1-phase electric power 
into 3-phase; run 3-phase equipment anywhere. p.73-75

QUICKSCREWS INTERNATIONAL CORP.: Full line of 
screws made exclusively for the woodworking 
industry. Buy any selection online. p.67

SOKOLOWSKI STUDIOS: Add sparkle and sophistication 
to your woodworking with metal inlay. p.73-75

TARTER WOODWORKING LLC: Tarterwoodworking.com. 
The exclusive distributor of multiple-layer inlay 
stencils. p.73-75

TITEBOND: The widest variety of glues and adhesives 
for woodworkers of all skill levels. The industry 
standard for more than 75 years. p.5

WEEKEND WITH WOOD: North America’s premiere 
woodworking event, May 15-17, 2015. Choose from 
more than 75 classes. Register at woodmagazine.
com/weekendwithwood p.16-17 

WOODCRAFT SUPPLY, LLC: Quality tools, supplies and 
expert advice from Woodcraft can help take your 
woodworking to the next level. p.8

WOOD MAGAZINE:  Subscribe today and save! p.22 

WOOD DIGITAL ISSUES:  For all computers, e-readers, 
and tablets. Now in the Apple newsstand! 
woodmagazine.com/digital  p.59 

WOODMASTER TOOLS: Multi-duty planers that mold, 
sand & saw. p.73-75

WOODMIZER PRODUCTS: Eight portable sawmills 
available starting with the LT10 at $3,995. p.73-75

WOODWORKERS SOURCE: Hardwoods from around the 
world. p.69

WORK SHARP: WS3000 power sharpener—air cooled, 
dry sharpener quickly, accurately and consistently 
sharpens and hones tools to razor-sharp results. p.3

New and Untested

Dual-battery circ saw 
delivers twice the power
Makita’s newest tool in its 18V X2 LXT 

system is a 71⁄4" circular saw. This saw 

runs on a pair of 18-volt lithium-ion 

battery packs for a net 36 volts of 

power, and is compatible with existing 

Makita 18-volt LXT battery packs. The 

saw weighs 10.1 lbs with packs 

installed. Buy the saw by itself 

(XSH01Z, $219), or with two battery 

packs and charger (XSH01X, $429). 

Learn more at makitatools.com.

72

Craftsman revamps sanders
With 10 new models over three 

categories, Craftsman has overhauled 

its portable power-sander lineup. Two 

new 5" random-orbit sanders (single 

speed and variable), two 1⁄4-sheet 

sanders (single and variable speeds), one 
1⁄3-sheet sander, and a detail sander 

with triangular-shaped pad give you 

lots of options for finish sanding. Four 

new belt sanders in three sizes help 

with rapid removal. Find them all at 

craftsman.com.

http://visitwww.Woodmagazine.com/wishlist
http://Tarterwoodworking.com
http://makitatools.com
http://craftsman.com
http://woodmagazine.com/adindex
http://woodmagazine.com/weekendwithwood
http://woodmagazine.com/weekendwithwood
http://woodmagazine.com/digital


http://DRleafvac.com
http://woodmizerblades.com
http://www.101woods.com
http://www.byegone.com
http://WWW.TARTERWOODWORKING.COM
http://NorwoodSawmills.com/392
http://www.steelspan.com
http://www.bealltool.com


AMERICAN FURNITURE DESIGN

P.O. BOX 300100 ESCONDIDO, CA 92030
BOW ARM MORRIS CHAIR $19.95 + $5.00 S/H

Phone 760 743-6923

www.americanfurnituredsgn.com

BOW ARM MORRIS CHAIR
This award wining chair has been featured in

Magazines and has won woodworking contests across
the country. Our assembly directions have over 25
step by step photographs to assure a great project.

WIN A

GRIZZLY

BAND SAW

IN OUR

YEARLY

CONTEST

Plan
#181

FREE

CATALOG

Woodmaster Tools, Inc. 1431 N. Topping Ave., Kansas City, MO 64120

www.woodmastertools.com
Toll Free 1-800-821-6651 Ext. P378

4-WAY MONEY
MAKER!

Like Having a
Lumberyard Right 

in Your
Shop!

60-Day
FREE TRIAL

Now, turn a $5 board into $75
worth of high-dollar molding in
less than one minute! Over 600
patterns plus curved molding,
tongue & groove, picture frame
stock, custom work. Quickly
CONVERTS to molder, planer,
sander, saw. 12", 18" & 25"
models, 60-Day Free Trial, 5-Year
Warranty. Made in USA!
FREE DVD & 
BUSINESS 
STARTER KIT!

1. MOLDER

2. PLANER

3. DRUM SANDER

4. GANG RIPSAW

WM-Ad-Wood-P378-Nov_Layout 2  2/6/14  5:19 PM  

1-800-556-2548
Scan to 

view new 
products!

Helping You Buy, Build and Restore Time 

& Weather Products For Over 42 Years

Visit www.klockit.com

®

Follow Us:

Klockit Off ers The 

Largest Selection 

Of Clock:

.PWFNFOUT�t�%JBMT�

)BOET�t�,JUT�t�1MBOT�

8FBUIFS�4UBUJPOT�

��.VDI�.PSF�

Call Today For Your

www.Klockit.com
Mention Dept: WD1114

Wood Magazine WD1114.indd   1 8/4/14   12:32 PM

CONSTRUCTION-GRADE 
TOY PLANS

BUILD YOUR FAVORITE WORKHORSE FROM OUR BEST-SELLING

Complete the whole series! 
Plans start at $5.95

AD#WD1114

woodmagazine.com/cgtoys
888-636-4478

http://www.americanfurnituredsgn.com
http://www.woodmastertools.com
http://www.klockit.com
http://www.Klockit.com
http://www.BigGatarTools.com
http://www.metal-inlay.com
http://www.grngate.com
http://woodmagazine.com/cgtoys


800.553.0182 
makelumber.com  

It started with a DREAM 
and a Wood-Mizer

Saw your own lumber.

12 sawmill models available 
starting with the LT10 at $3,995*

Justin Metcalf of Mars Hill, NC  
built this grist mill using his

Wood-Mizer LT40 Hydraulic sawmill.
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 STAND IN COMFORT®

WHILE YOU WORK!

• Ergonomically designed 
 to provide premium comfort 
 and support

• Solid one-piece construction

• Durable and easy-to-clean

• Beveled edge prevents trips

• For use in workshops, garages & 
 utility areas

• Best-in-class 10-year warranty

• Made in the USA

• Certifi ed by the National Floor
 Safety Institute

GelPro.com
 1.866.435.6287

Eco-

friendly

BIO-FOAM®

friendly

BIO-FOAM®

TOP
OF THE
MORNING
14 oz. Travel tumbler $14.95

TOP
OF THE
NOGGIN
100% Cotton cap $19.95

GET YOURS 
TODAY

woodmagazine.com/fanshop
888-636-4478

http://makelumber.com
http://GelPro.com
http://www.Lignomat.com
http://www.wood-moisture.com
http://woodmagazine.com/fanshop
http://www.phase-a-matic.com
http://PACKARDWOODWORKS.COM




Precision work requires quality machinery. Delta has been building quality woodworking machinery for 
���UA=NO�=J@�?KJPEJQAO�PK�@K�OK�SEPD�KQN�JAS�HEJA�KB�P=>HA�O=SO��&JOLENA@�>U�KQN�Ń�=CODEL�2JEO=S�HEJA�
and backed by a 5-Year Warranty, the new 5000 Series combines quality with precision to produce an 
unparalleled line of saws in a category that demands this level of workmanship.

(Visit for dealer locations & prices)

.deltamachinery.com

1-864-231-5888

36-5000

36-5100

36-5052

36-5152

Induction Motor: 1.75 HP
Blade Speed 3,650 RPM

• Heavy Duty Tubular Stand for 

ork support and stabili ith 

built-in mobile base

• Precision BIESEMEYER style T-square 

ith one piece rail system

• Quiet and efficient Multi-V Bel

ith 9 detents 

at most popular angles for exact cuts

durable steel shafts and gears for precise 

settings

5000 Series

The Measure of Precision™

bit.ly/nickeltest

One Piece Rails

36-L336
36-L352
36-L552

3 or 5 HP

• Single-Cast Trunnion System results 

on control, smooth 

operation and dependable accuracy

• Dual Front Cranks make adjusting 

bl  easy, accurate and 

repeatable

 al s fine tuning of the 

bl

• Precision Adjustable Mi ith 

11 detents at most popular angles

UNISAW

Precision Fence

Are you getting quality results with your saw?

http://deltamachinery.com


NEW FUSION TRIO

Now the most technologically advanced general purpose 

blade on the market includes an one-of-a-kind tooth 

geometry with 30 degree Hi-ATB, a double side grind design, 

and an Axial Shear Face Grind to produce the ultimate polished 

fi nish with minimal resistance! Whether you’re ripping or 

crosscutting, the next generation Premier Fusion blade is the 

best for fl awless cuts in laminates, melamine, veneered plywoods, 

hardwoods, softwoods, and thick stock lumber.

HOW CAN THE BEST GET BETTER?

with Radical New 
Fusion Trio Tooth Design

Introducing the
Next Generation 
Premier Fusion

http://www.freudtools.com/premierfusion

